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Engineered Economics With A Bite.

You can get an entire end -to -end, cost-effective, engineered solution

for your DTV transition in one place - Harris. Start with our encoding

solution, Flexicoder. In the middle of the Harris engineered chain is

Watchdogplus, our latest test and monitoring solution, and our

One Engineered Solution
One Company
One Cost (and it's effective)

entry-level DTV transmitter, Ranger. End up with several antenna
options including the DL -8 from Dielectric. And, because it's all
integrated by the industry's most experienced team, you have no need

to worry about interface issues. Get the solution and peace of mind

next level solutions
SERVICE

you deserve from the leader in engineered solutions - Harris.
SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION
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Communications Corporation
of America, Lafayette, Louisiana
Company Name:
Communications Corporation of America

Headquarters:
Lafayette, Louisiana

Stations:
KADN - Lafayette
KLAF - Lafayette
WNTZ - Natchez, Mississippi

Critical Needs:
Simplified -nulti-channel operation
Integration with existing traffic system
System reliability
Centralcas-.ing capabilities

Lou Strowger
Chief Engineer for Communications Corporation of America

Even with 20 to 22 hours of syndicated content

Odetics worked with Strowger's team to create a

played out daily, Lou Strowger, Chief Engineer for

new interface to the traffic system. Despite these

Communications Corporation of America, felt that

obstacles, the AIRO system was up and running

operator errors were costing his Lafayette broad-

within a week after installation. "There were no

cast center too much money.

surprises with Odetics," added Strowger.

"We knew there had to be a better way to run things,"

Learning to operate AIRO is quick as well. "Many

said Strowger, who is responsible for engineering

of our operators have little or no experience in a

operations at 22 middle market stations throughout

control room, but training on AIRO is pretty easy,"

Texas, Louisiana and western Mississippi. Strowger

said Strowger. "It takes only a few days to get an

was ready to make the move to station automation.

operator up and running with the system. We prob-

ably spend more time teaching them about station
Before installing the Odetics AIROTM Automation

piocedures or using Windows than automation."

System, co -located stations KADN, KLAF and
WNTZ required 3 master control operators - one

From a familiar Windows interface, AIRO allows a

for each station - as well as a prep operator.

master control operator to simply prepare the play

"Each station was operated independently, with no

list to match the log from the station's traffic

common

department. The AIRO system automatically cues

server,

and

no

machine

control,"

explained Strowger.

After evaluating different products, Strowger
decided to upgrade to the AIRO system. He felt

Odetics offered the reliability his operations

each tape and inserts local spots according to the

schedule. "We now use a single master control
operator and one prep operator to manage all three

channels," commented Strowger. "Certainly, cost
was a factor, but our focus is more on reliability."

demanded, and his past experience working with
the company had been positive.

Worry -free AIRO has provided Strowger, a 25 -year

industry veteran, with the opportunity to comMost of the programming for the three stations is

bartered - syndicated shows with commercials
included and a few local ad avails. Programs are

taped daily, logged for in and out points, and
played on the scheduled air date. The broadcast

team's first task was to integrate AIRO with an
existing traffic system to create compatible logs,
build as -run reports and reconcile daily schedules.

Ode `icy

pletely dispense with the headaches and responsi-

bility incumbent with managing independently
operated stations. He feels he receives excellent

engineering support from Odetics. "Every little
problem we encounter, they're right on top of it.

I

trust Odetiics. I know they're going to do what they

promise and they're going to do it right."
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58 Broadcast and production audio

consoles
By l )ave Haase?)

Learn what you need to know before you go shopping for a
new broadcast and production audio console.

68 Surround -audio production and

facility design
By John Holt
Integrating surround -sound production into a broadcast
facility is no easy task.

02 Resolution coexistence: The way

forward for graphics
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Today's
audio consoles

By John Watkinson
The single -format or 525/625 switchable graphic unit is dead.
New graphics systems will need to handle multiple resolutions.

BEYOND THE
HEADLINES
Download
14

Internet broadcasting: R.I.P.
FCC !iodate

22 Need for EEO rules explored
Business Mout

24 Jumpstarting digital/interactive TV

DIGITAL HANDBOOK
Transition to 001

ON THE COVER:
KTVT's audio console
controls 88 processing
channels, 24 mix
busses, 24 group
busses and 16 aux
busses. The Fort
Worth, TX, station
interfaces this processing with 24 microphone preamplifiers
and 48 AES digital
inputs and outputs.
Photo courtesy
Euphonix. Photo by
Edward Colver.

28 Video resolution: The analog concept
Computers and Networks

34 Open Source development
Production Clips

42 Aspect ratio conversion
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The New All -Terrain SD/HD Studio Camera System.
Introducing the first multi -format camera with the guts to go anywhere you do.
Brought to you by the company that re -invented broadcast news, the new AK-HC931

delivers exceptional 480i standard definition images, yet is easy to upgrade to 720p,

11,b,

1080i or 24P high definition performance. In the studio or in the field, no other digital

Abk

camera offers a more flexible or economical path to DTV conversion. Just what you'd

expect from the company that brough' you DVCPRO. To find
AK-HC93 I

213" Progressive Scan 3-CCDs

480i DTV, Upgradeable to 720p, I080i, 24P

Auto Set -Up

out how versatile this all-purpose camera system really is, visit

60 -fps Image Capture

www.panasonic.com/broadcast Panasonic

Variable Frame Rates (6,12,18,24,30,40 -fps) 10 Pounds, Mud Not Included

or call us at 1-800-528-8601

The difference is your image.
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46 Acoustic issues for studio design
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54 Two or more aren't a crowd
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NEW PRODUCTS

company
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Applied Technologies

88 Thales' Affinity low-power DTV
transmitter
90 Preserving a facility's routing investment
Technology in Transition
92

Picture monitors and multi -image
displays

What company often used this
critter in their advertisement,
saying "One less alligator"?

Correct entries will be eligible

fora drawing of Broadcast

Eng ineeringT-shirls. Enter by e-

New Products

99 Matrox DigiSuite Max,
plus other new products

mail. Title your entry

"Freezeframe-September" in the
subject field and send it to:

bdick©primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers received by
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Editorial
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Reader Feedback
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104 Classifieds
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106 EOM
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What company creates advanced media for
the new aid emerging technologies?

maxe
DVD-R

maxell

32

Expanding Memory &

Focused on advanced technology, Maxell is on the cutting edge of professional media development.
Our high -definition products, HDCAM and D-5, meet the needs of even the most demanding applications.
New manufacturing processes and tape formulations provide unrivaled performance both on location and in the studio.
And, in addition, our data storage products (DVD-R, DYD-RAM and DLT-IV) continue to set standards for
storage capacity and archival stability. Thus, Maxell plays a leadership role throughout the recordable media industry.
To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com.

Recordable Media

Data Storage

Portable Energy

Technological Partnerships
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Powell's folly
Our fearless FCC chairman, like his two predecessors, has fallen into the bad habit of blaming the wrong
guys for the DTV "problem."

First, broadcasters were blamed for DTV's failure.
Now, Powell and his FCC minions have decided the
problem with DTV is that TV sets don't have digital
tuners. The "solution" is therefore to just require that
all new sets made have digital tuners.
Let's check the math. There are about 99 million

TV homes and maybe one million DTV sets out

Zenith stock.

The solution to the DTV dilemma, Mr. Powell, as
my readers well know, is for you and your fellow com-

missioners to develop spines and require the cable
industry to become a partner to DTV. Without that
action, DTV is DOA and everyone knows it.
I find it very interesting how Mr. Powell can respond when he smells a real political opportunity.
Two shock jocks, Opie and Anthony, from WNEWFM recently urged listeners to have sex in unusual
places. The jocks might have gotten away with the
broadcast if Brian Florence and Loretta Lynn -Harper

there (and that's optimistic). Suppose we sell another three million sets next year and that those sets
can receive a DTV signal. Why, that brings the DTV
penetration up to a whopping 4 percent! Wow! Some

hadn't been arrested for allegedly having sex in St.
Patrick's Cathedral as a part of the show. A station
employee broadcasting their act was also arrested.
Upon hearing of the broadcast, Chairman Powell
immediately ordered an investigation. Another commissioner suggested the FCC consider revoking the
station's license. All this FCC activity was based on
one teeny, albeit objectionable, event. However,
when it comes to providing leadership to resolve a
decade -old issue, apparently Chairman Powell has
yet to pick up on the correct political scent.
Mr. Chairman, mandate DTV cable must -carry on
the same schedule as broadcasters and you'll solve
the DTV dilemma almost overnight. The result of
such action will be consumers flocking to DTV.
Broadcasters will more quickly build their new DTV
systems. The TV set makers will sell more products,
creating new investment and more viewers. And you
will become a hero to Congress - and the consumer.
So, Mr. Powell, pretend you're like your dad. Stand
up and kick some (cable) butt.

TV stations have higher audience ratings when
they're off the air!
This means that with Mr. Powell's mandated DTV
tuner plan, maybe in 10 years, when most of the current sets have been retired, we might have 30 percent
DTV penetration. Ask yourself how this bureaucrat
can justify forcing expensive DTV tuners into new sets
when 70 percent of the audience will never use them.
The only thing I can figure out is that maybe he owns

editorial director

Send comments to: direct: editor©rimediabusiness.com web site: www.broadcastengineering.com
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Kale

0 -KZ 'Virtual' Monitor Wall Processor

The Kaleido-K2 multi -image display system redefines signal monitoring by incorporating all conceivable monitor
wall features in a single display. Kaleido-K2 turns any standard computer, projection or plasma display into a
complete "glass cockpit" for your TV control room or monitoring center.
40 32 Input Capacity
SDI, HDSDI, VGA, Composite

Advanced Audio Display
AES, Embedded, Malog

0 High -Resolution Quality
1600 x 1200 (UXGA)

0 Mission Critical Design
Front loading, redundant architecture

For complete details, contact: kaleido@miranda.com
Miranda Technologies Inc. - tel. 514.333.1772

www.miranda.com
0 Interfacing & Distribution 0 Routing 0 Master Control & Branding 0 Control & Monitoring

THINK PURPLE

Apathetic GMs
Bravo, bravo! I applaud your [July]

has been issued Sony VX-2000s for
staff use. NBC's Dateline has also be-

editorial because it is right with regard

viewing audience, and they aren't making any attempt to find out. What's the
matter, folks? Are you afraid that if you

to the general attitude of TV station

went to any effort to actually investi-

acquisition format for entire seg-

management concerning the DTV tran-

gate you might discover that there

ments. I'll certainly admit that

sition. There are

might really be a

some exceptions to

large enough
audience
to

advertising targeting early

Betacam's days are numbered, but I
never expected that one of the broadcast networks would choose to replace it with miniDV! I had expected
(hoped) that when the network news
diviAons changed to a digital format
for field production, it would be HD,
or barring that, DigiBeta or

Worth only hear

adopters?

DVCPRO50.

from the engineer-

Having a GM
take the time to
initiate any ef-

your characterization, but unfortu-

make it worth
your while to
develop DTV

nately, only a few.

For example, we
DTV early adopters

in

Dallas/Fort

ing staffs at TV stations with regard to

our HDTV and DTV viewing experiences. Many of these engineers are extremely helpful. They offer recommen-

dations regarding antenna reception

(which is quite good) and provide
other useful information on DTV.
To my knowledge, however, none of
the GMs of the local TV stations has

made any attempt to talk to or communicate with any DTV viewers. Why?

Don't you managers think our direct
feedback might be helpful? I guess it
would, if you were really interested in,
or cared about, DTV.
Access any of these TV stations' Web
sites, and there is hardly any informa-

fort to canvass local electronics
stores to get an idea of how many
DTVs have been sold, and initiate
cooperative marketing efforts with
local television retailers, would re-

to take their heads out of the sand

CNBC CHANNEL, INDIA

and become real leaders in the transition to DTV.

available in our market. It's as though

HDTV VIDEOTAPE EDITOR

TIM WERNER

DTV and high -definition programs
NBC and miniDV

I wonder what your reaction is to
NBC's recent move to miniDV for
much of their network news field

12

Michael Robin responds:
Dear Rajesh:
Here are some suggestions concerning the PAL documentation that you
are looking for. First, I would suggest
consulting EBU Technical documents
3280 (Digital PAL Interface) and 3267
(Interface for Component Digital for
625 -line 4:2:2 Signals). These documents are easily accessible on the EBU

has been designated as the test bu-

77) and digital PAL (pages 151 to 162).

reau for the consumer -grade format,
and they have told freelance camera
crews in the Southwest that they will
now accept only miniDV pieces for
Nightly News and Today. The bureau

Component digital signals (both 525/
60 and 625/50) are covered on pages

(ATSC tuner included) HDTV set for

clue regarding the size of the local DTV

RAJESH POTPHODE

heard, the NBC News Dallas Bureau

production. In case you haven't

of the local TV stations here have any

Could you suggest a Web site or another article where I could get information about PAL digital signals?
Thanks and regards,

Web site, www.ebu.ch. Second, my
book, Digital Television Fundamentals, covers analog PAL (pages 62 to

HDTVs for a lot less than $3,000. With
a little time and patience, a smart consumer can find a good, fully integrated
less than $2,000.
None of the sales and marketing staffs

More on PAL
Dear Michael Robin:
I work for the CNBC channel in India, and I read your column regularly.
I have a question about your June ar-

ticle on digital composite signals.

DTV OWNER AND FREELANCE SDTV/

the way, can readily find great new

NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST

quire enthusiasm for DTV, and forward thinking. One never knows the
dangers involved with such an exercise. Someone just might eventually
make money or discover a real business plan for DTV! And that would
require too many station managers

tion promoting DTV and the great
high -definition broadcasts readily
are some deep, dark secret known only
to the small but growing number of assertive DTV purchasers/viewers.
Those assertive DTV purchasers, by

gun to occasionally use miniDV as an

broadcastengineering.com

169 to 211.
REGARDS,

MICHAEL ROBIN
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KAMELEON MEDIA PROCESSING SYSTEM
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And you car combine Kameleon multifunction
modules wth Thomson Grass Valley single function modules tc crea7e a signal -processing solution that fits your facility with even greater precision.

You can't see all the
features we've packed
into our Kameleon'"
Media Processing
System. But you'll sure not ce a lot of empty rack
space once you start using them.

All without crowding your equipment racks.

By combining extensive signal conversion, synchronization, and processing capabilities onto one module,
the Kameleon system is a perfect fit for multi -channel
operations-from digital cable and satellite uplink
facilities, network hubs, and broadcaster centers to
OB vans, and production trucks.

Because there are more than a dozen ways to combine
the signal -processing capabilities of a single Kameleon
multifunction module-enough to handle almost any
I/O requirement. And you house up to four of these
modules in a single 1 RU frame, cutting your space
and cabling requirements even further.

For instance, one Kameleon multifunction module can
automatically detect an incoming analog composite
or SDI signal, open the appropriate processing path,
then quickly convert the video to your preferred formatas well as process up to eight audio channels and
synchronize them to your video and house timing.

To get a good look for yourself, visit
www.thomsongrassvalley.com/kameleon.

THOMSON

GRASS VALLEY
The most watched worldwide

Internet broadcasting:

R.1. P.
BY CRAIG BIRKIVIAIER

just a few years ago, a bunch

Cuban's employees worked for ten dollars an hour, but with stock options as
an incentive, and they were coming up
with fresh ideas - like streaming Presi-

left with approximately $2 billion.
The timing could not have been bet-

be found in a place known as dent Clinton's grand jury testimony

of companies that invested in fiber op-

of irrational people were
running around, claiming
ta

that the future of broadcasting could

I-

cyberspace. That's where the digital

0

revolution was taking place, thanks to
a disruptive technology known as the
Internet.

I

Z

0
)1.14
CID

Who knew that cyberspace would
turn into a war zone? That well -en -

trenched media companies would
gain the upper hand - at least for now
- after the Internet bubble burst? Who
knew that the Internet would be a hostile environment for broadcasting?
In retrospect, it sure looks like Mark
Cuban knew. If not, he's just an incred-

lucky Internet billionaire.
Cuban was the entrepreneurial spirit
behind Broadcast.com. In 1990, Cuban
became a computer industry million-

aire after selling his company,
MicroSolutions, to Compuserve. In
1995, Cuban came out of retirement to
bring "broadcasting" to the Internet.
Soon, half a million people were listening to radio and TV stations carried

live on the Broadcast.com Web

site.

and a Victoria's Secret fashion show.

Never mind that the underlying

tic networks to handle the deluge of
bits (that are still bottlenecked by the
high cost of first- and last -mile broad-

support broadcasting (we'll get back

band connections); and the resulting

It is relatively easy to build a private network
today that supports IP multicast and to link this
11MM
network to the Internet backbone.
to that in a moment). Never mind that
the Victoria's Secret fashion show exposed this reality, as hundreds of thou-

sands of people tried and failed to
watch the "broadcast."
Not to worry, these technical glitches
could be solved. Internet broadcasting
sure looked like the next big thing.

Cuban's gamble paid off spectacularly, first when Broadcast.com went

public, and then when Yahoo purchased the company in April of 1999.

Three hundred employees became
millionaires and Cuban himself was

commitment to the "Powell Plan," one
of the FCC chairman's latest attempts

to get the digital terrestrial television
(DTTV) transition moving.
Never mind that the cable industry,

HDTV content - without delivering a

single bit of DTTV content. Never

Type of Broadband
Total
broadband

Cable

Sweden
Denmark
Germany
France
Spain
Norway
UK

13.8%

3.3%

0.0%

5.5%

5.0%

13.2%
7.8%

6.6%

0.0%

6.6%

0.0%

3.6%

0.0%

4.2%

0.0%

6.4%

3.2%

0.4%

2.8%

0.0%

6.2%

2.7%

0.0%

3.5%

0.0%

5.1%

3.5%

0.2%

1.4%

0.0%

2.3%

1.7%

0.1%

0.5%

0.0%

Italy

0.9%

0.5%

0.1%

0.3%

0.0%

ADSL

T1/

leased line

broadcastengineering.com

that these channels will become the
backbone of the recent cable industry

- carriage of up to five channels of

August 2001

Source: NetValue

ment by the end of this year. It is likely

Showtime and Discovery HD Theater,
can meet their commitment to Powell

European Broadband Breakdown

Satellite

meltdown of high tech.
What did Cuban do? Well he created
HDNet, the first all -HDTV network currently available as Channel 199 on
DirecTV. Recently, Cuban announced
he is planning to expand HDNet to include three more networks showing
high-def sports, movies and entertain-

with help from HDNet, HBO,

Sweden and Denmark are leading adopters in Europe

14

dot.com bubble bursting; the looting

technology of the Internet, IP, does not

In broadband Scandinavia leads the wa

Country

ter, given the domino effect of the

www.netvalue.corn

mind that cable and DBS are well positioned to develop the niche market for

delivery of HDTV content, while
broadcasters continue to try to figure
out how to make even one more dime
with DTTV. Never mind that the FCC
just imposed a huge receiver tax on
consumers, mandating that they buy
DTTV receivers, which most multichannel subscribers will never use.
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ONE SERVER. UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES.
SEE HOW EMMY AWARD -WINNING TECHNOLOGY WORKS FOR YOUR TELEVISION ENTERPRISE.
One SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster has

mind -boggling storage capacity, multichannel flexibil-

the power to manage all of your video content,

ity, and sophisticated software management with the

while providing boundless opportunities for its

industry's only "single copy" i00% fault -resilience.

use - for thematic channels, regional broadcasts,

Which means that just one SeaChange MediaCluster

web -casting, and more. In fact, the industry

server protects your digital content more effectively

recently recognized the Broadcast MediaCluster

than two competitive servers. So it provides unlimited

with an Emmy for "outstanding achievement

opportunities and outstanding economy for your

in technological advancement."

television operation. The future of television certainly

What makes this server so advanced? The

looks bright.

Broadcast MediaCluster play -to -air system combines

www.seachangeinternational.com

SEACHANGE
INTERNATIONAL
One Server. Unlimited Opportunities.

Divt
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"The Internet is broken"

Internet to be a serious

We may never know if Cuban saw all

threat. To their relief,

of this coming. But several hundred
people in the television industry were
given ample warning about the impending Internet meltdown. I know. I
delivered the warning in February of
1999, several months before

my next slide delivered

Broadcast.com was sold.

Internet is built. TCP
handles the negotia-

The warning was delivered at the
33rd Advanced Imaging Conference
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers. The paper addressed the opportunity for broad-

Dave" in the den watching the Victoria's
Secret fashion show on Broadcast.com

some good news: The
Internet is broken!
The crux of the problem is TCP/IP, the foun-

dation upon which the

tions between a source
of data (a server) and a

computer requesting
this data, and keeps

casters to deliver new forms of digital
media content to the masses using data

track of the routing of

broadcasts carried in the transport

packets). TCP/IP is a
two-way transactional

multiplex of their DTTV channels.
The Victoria's Secret fashion show
Webcast served as an example of how
broadcasters can become an important part of the fabric of the Internet.

I related how a DTTV broadcaster
could be delivering both the program

the payload (the IP
system.

,,d SMPTE Advanced Imaging Conference

The live broadcast of the first Victoria's Secret fashion show demonstrated the drawbacks of broadcast-

ing over the Internet. Broadcast.com had to scale
up the servers to meet the demand, and many potential viewers were still turned away.

In video industry terms you can think

playback, just like the VOD systems that

of it like video -on -demand. Every set of
eyes (or ears for audio streaming) must

the cable industry keeps promising.

be sent their own copy of the program.
If the program is live, the same bits are

gram, the server(s) are forced to create

The term "Internet" is a contraction of
inter -networking, the foundation upon
which the Internet is built
and the entire E -commerce Web site
to local cache (a.k.a. a PVR).

sent to every computer requesting the
program. If the program is stored on a

The audience wasn't buying it. In those
days, the video industry considered the

server, every person can access the pro-

gram independently and control the

As more people request access to a pro-

more individual threads. This places
huge demands on the server(s) and fills

the Internet backbone networks with
duplicated IP packets. This is the inverse

of broadcasting, which is the epitome
of efficiency - one program to many.
The live broadcast of the first Victoria's
Secret fashion show was swamped with
requests - many potential viewers were
turned away. And the servers that hosted
the accompanying e -commerce site were

Wohler Technologies
Multi -Channel Audio Monitoring Solutions You Can Believe In
- Right for Your Rack and Your Budget
- Analog and Digital In -Rack Self -Powered Speaker Systems
- Full -Range Fidelity For Exceeding that of Competitive Units
- Ccmpact & Convenient. Occupies Only 1U of Rack Space
- Thorough Magnetic Shielding for Placement next to
Video Monito-s

DOLBY

A I.

16

Wohler

al Dolby E

www.wohler.com sales@wohler.com

R

Toll -Free (US) 1-888-5-WOHLER (INT ) +1-650-589-5676
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NEW EDITION

"
ny- "
The new DV 15 Fluid Head is the perfect com
digital ENG camcorder. It is yat another example of Sachtler's

proven quaity being used to support the new generation of
Ilicameras. And with its central locking for immediate leg release, the
IlFnew Hot Pod CF is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance free pneumatic gas spring effortlessly lifts the camera over six feet

high. So wl-!, wait? Optimize your equipment now. With Sachaik
www.sachtler.com

sachtler
corporation of america
55, North Man Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone: (516) 867 4900
Fax: (516) 623 6844
email sachtlerUS@aol.com

3316, West Victory Blvd., Burbank CA. 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446
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swamped as well. Broadcast.com had to
scramble to scale up the servers to meet

routers that do not support IP multicast.
Today, companies like Akamai deliver

the demand. The Achilles heel of

streaming media service both to

Internet broadcasting had been exposed.

Internet and intranet clients. The company uses private network bandwidth
to get the copies of the streams out to

Broadcasters got the last laugh, as
ABC delivered the 2001 Victoria's Secret fashion show.

one-way service there can be no such
transaction; but none is needed. Broadcasters can just deliver an IP multicast
with the proper packet headers, and any
receiver that knows what it is looking
for can tune in.

Asynchronous communication is the key to

IP multicast to the rescue
The logical solution to this problem
is painfully evident. Send the IP packets for a live broadcast once and route
them to everyone who wants to view
or listen to the program. The folks who

"edge servers" located around the

The Internet is a concept

invented Internet protocols understood this and created a standard to

world. This gets the bits closer to the
customer, improving performance.

do just that: IP multicast.
Two problems:

For companies with private networks that support IP multicast,

It is unfortunate, but many people still
think of the Internet in terms of the TCP/
IP backbone that delivers most of the global traffic today. The term "Internet" is a

enabling broadcasters to enter many new markets,

and it acts as a bandwidth multiplier.

1. The vast majority of Internet

Internet broadcasting has become a

routers installed during the explosive
growth period of the late '90s do not
support the IP multicast protocol.

reality. This is one example of why the
focus of Internet streaming has moved

2. Internet congestion frequently
causes streaming media to pause or
stutter if packets arrive too late and
buffers designed to deal with this is-

business -to -business. Businesses have

contraction of inter -networking, the
foundation upon which the Internet is

the bandwidth, the applications and
the money to pay for it today.

built. By tying many different networks
together and using a few key concepts, it
is possible to create a highly reliable fabric for digital communications.
The key is connections, the ability to

I told the SMPTE audience that broad-

share information with anyone, any-

away from business -to -consumer to

It is relatively easy to build a private

too. The IP multicast protocol is ideal

many new applications enabled as new

network today that supports IP

for digital broadcasters, with minor

and different kinds of networks and

multicast, and to link this network to the

modifications. To join a multicast delivered via the Internet backbone or a pri-

devices are interconnected. For example,

Internet backbone. Anyone on the private network can then take advantage
of IP multicast services and still access
all of the Internet servers sitting behind

vate network, a two-way transaction is
required to initiate the routing of bits to
your computer. Since broadcasting is a

it is now easy to use a Web browser to
send a text message to a pager or PDA
equipped with wireless connections.
Reliability is enhanced by the ability

Wohler Technologies
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DivinIlid
to route data through multiple paths,
bypassing congestion and networks

used to augment the public networks,

is being broadcast. It is also possible to
teach the PVR to look for and capture
certain kinds of information.
Asynchronous communication is the
key to enabling broadcasters to enter

making it possible to guarantee the

many new markets, and it acts as a band-

quality of service needed for specific

width multiplier. As indicated with the
Victoria's Secret example, ancillary data
can be cached while a viewer is watching a program for asynchronous con-

that are temporarily disabled. Equally

important, private networks can be

applications like Internet broadcasting.

Another key inter -networking concept is isochronous communications,
the ability to broadcast real-time events.
This is where IP multicast comes in, al-

lowing events to be streamed in real
time to many recipients. Television is
an isochronous medium today.
Perhaps a more important inter -networking concept is the ability to enable

asynchronous communication; for instance, I put information up on a Web
site that you can consume on demand.
The personal video recorder (PVR) is
an extension of this concept. Marking
programs in the EPG causes the PVR to
tune to and capture the information that

with full control like a DVD.
And all of this can be linked with the

two-way networks that more and

sumption, or programs with complex
interactivity can be cached. The program can then be navigated through
based on the viewer's interests. And a

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the OpenDTV Forum.

wide range of data services can be continuously updated in cache; for example,
the latest weather, sports scores and news
headlines could be available on demand.

The ability to deliver programs to
cache would allow broadcasters to use
off-peak hours to deliver a wide range
of free -to -air and premium content to
viewers. HDTV movies could be delivered to cache and consumed on demand

more homes are installing. Thus, the
two-way network can be used for the
kind of transactions that the Internet
is good for, while the one-way broadcast network can do the heavy lifting,
delivering a tidal wave of IP multicast
bits to the masses.
BE

exclusive
The FCC recently mandated
that all new sets have DTV
tuners by 2007.
Visit www.broadcastengineering.com
for a special report.

when one shot is all you've got ...trust fiber
ANY DISTANCE. EVERY SIGNAL. ALL THE TIME.
The new CopperHead" Fiber Optic Camera Link sends
and receives all camera signals over a single, rugged,
lightweight fiber optic cable. Just snap the transceiver
between your camera and battery, and you've got
everything you need for a live remote:
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Return Video
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Remote Camera Control
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Be assured of crystal-clear signals at any distance,
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and reliably. On time, every time.
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Need
for
EEO rules explored

<

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

LU

n June, the Commission held an
en banc hearing on the need for

been employment discrimination in

new broadcast and cable equal

that previous broadcast EEO rules
helped reduce the problem, but that

employment opportunity (EEO) rules.

There were opening statements by
Chairman Michael K. Powell and the

other three commissioners. Former

the broadcast industry. They also said

more work still needs to be done. These

panelists endorsed the return of EEO
regulation by the Commission.
Also included on the panel were the

of negative experiences in attracting minority and female job applicants.

The goal of the meeting appears to
have been to provide the Commission
with evidence to support the adoption
of new EEO rules. While neither of the
panels produced evidence of any par-

Z

FCC commissioner Henry Rivera then

>W

provided a description of the history
of the Commission's EEO rules and
policies. The meeting then turned to

American Federation of Radio and
Television Artists, Midwest Family

two panel discussions, each followed by

[Minority and women's] groups said that there
historically has been employment discrimination in
Mk&
the broadcast industry.

0

CO

a question -and -answer period. The
first panel focused on the challenges of
EEO outreach. The panel was weighted

towards minority and women's organizations, including the National Urban League, American Women in Radio and Television, the National Orga-

nization for Women, and Hispanic
Americans for Fairness in Media. These

groups said that there historically has

Dateline
TV Annual Regulatory Fees
TV VHF Commercial
Markets 1 - 10
Markets 11 - 25
Markets 26 - 50
Markets 51 - 100
Remaining markets
Construction permits

1

$47,050
$34,700
$23,625
$15,150
$3,525
$2,750

TV UHF Commercial
Markets 1 - 10
Markets 11 - 25
Markets 26 - 50
Markets 51 - 100
Remaining markets
Construction permits

$12,800
$10,300
$6,600

$3,875
$1,075
$5,175

Annual regulatory fees must

111
De

paid by Sept. 25, 2002. The fees for
commercial television stations are
shown in the table above.

sympathetic ear given by the commissioners to the panelists suggests that the

.

Broadcast Group, and the executive di-

rector of the Texas Association of
Broadcasters, Ann Arnold. Arnold

commissioners may likely view the hearing testimony as supportive of new rules.

questioned the need for new EEO regulations. She pointed out that the broadcast industry, for over three years, has
not been subject to any EEO rules, but

Processing fees increased

that there is no evidence of any new
discrimination in employment. She

Consumer Price Index - Urban ("CPI -

also informed the commissioners, none

of whom was a sitting commissioner
during the last license renewal cycle, of
the abuses that had occurred under the
former EEO system.
The second panel addressed methods

Effective Sept. 10, the Commission
amended its schedule of application
filing fees to reflect changes in the

U") as of Oct. 1, 2001. Copies of the
Fee Filing Guide listing the new fees
are available at the Commission's Web
site, (www.fcc.gov/formpage.html), or

through its Forms Distribution Center at 1 -800 -418 -FORM [3676]. For
those keeping track, the CPI -U has un-

of achieving broad and inclusive out-

dergone a net change of 40 percent

reach. Included on the panel were Cathy

since October 1989.

Hughes, the founder and chairman of
Radio One, and other broadcast indus-

try managers involved in outreach.
These panelists recounted a number of
anecdotes based on their experiences

and described recruitment programs
that they found to be successful in attracting diverse applicant pools. Hughes
remarked on the difficulty she has had

Author's Note:
As a clarification for the reader, the June
FCC Update article on emergency information requirements for TV stations incorrectly referred to closed captioning. BE
Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

in recruiting Caucasian applicants for

her minority -oriented stations. The
panelists provided few other examples
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RTS - innovative solutions for broadcast professionals for over 30 years.
e2002 Telex Communications, Inc.

Jumpstarting
digital/interactive TV
BY DON KELLER

Digital/interactive TV is

just around the corner.
That's what consumers
have been told. The problem is, they've
been hearing that promise for years, and
it's beginning to ring hollow. When the
subject comes up in casual conversation
with friends and acquaintances, most say

by a cattleprod-wielding rancher.

But there are signs of hope. Some
broadcasters are banding together with
producers, advertisers, set -top box vendors, software providers, billing vendors

and others to form complex revenue sharing arrangements to make DTV/

that it's too expensive right now, and

iTV an economically viable venture. One
company may have even found a way to

they'll wait for prices to come down be-

solve the chicken -and -egg problem by

fore they buy into it. Ironically, this is
part of the reason that digital/interac-

most of these boxes cannot be used
with a conventional analog TV set.
WOW Digital TV is counting on its
STB's low cost and compatibility with

conventional TVs to break the ice to attract consumers to DTV/iTV and
open up the market for broadcasters

Many broadcasters feel like beasts of burden
being herded onto barren pastures by a
cattleprod-wielding rancher.

tive TV is floundering. Other, more
cynical consumers think that digital/interactive TV is just another government
screwup and a waste of taxpayer money.
But it's not the taxpayers' money that's
on the line; it's the broadcasters.

Currently, most ATSC STBs cost well

over $500, which is more money than
most consumers pay for a TV set. And

making DTV/iTV affordable to con-

and advertisers.

sumers.

Catch 22

Howdy, pardner

Broadcasters, of course, are all too familiar with the difficulties they face in

WOW's solution
Utah -based WOW Digital TV plans

up with a strategy that involves several

implementing digital/interactive TV.
It's the old chicken -and -egg conun-

to make DTV/iTV available to the

technology partners and broadcast

masses by marketing a set -top box for
about $200. The box will pick up over -

partners.
Hardware partner Advanced Digital
Broadcast manufactures the box while
STMicroelectronics supplies the semi-

drum, also known as the Catch -22 sce-

nario. Most consumers won't buy the
equipment - mostly because it's too
expensive, but also because there isn't
much DTV/iTV programming available anyway. So very few consumers
own digital TVs. For advertisers, this
makes for a small market.
And, since the vast majority of broadcasting is sup-

the -air DTV/iTV broadcasts in all of
the 18 allowable ATSC formats. When
connected to a conventional NTSC
television receiver, the box converts the
ATSC signals to analog 480i and pro-

duces a DVD-quality picture. When

To do this, WOW Digital TV has come

conductor chips used in the boxes.
STMicroelectronics says its chips are two

generations ahead of those in competing cable boxes, and are therefore less
expensive. In addition, Advanced

Digital Broadcast has

broadcasters can't attract

agreed to subsidize the
cost of manufacturing
the boxes in exchange

the advertising revenue they

for equity in WOW

ported by advertising,
need to support DTV/iTV.

Digital TV. Even with
these concessions, WOW

Meanwhile, the FCC is forcing

broadcasters to spend huge
amounts of money to buy and install DTV broadcast equipment and
prodding them to provide DTV/iTV
programming and services. It's a sure
bet that many broadcasters, especially
the smaller ones, feel like beasts of burden being herded onto barren pastures

24

WOW Digital TV's $200 set -top box
is compatible with conventional analog TVs, as well as digital TVs and
HDTVs.

connected to one of the new digital ready TVs, it displays the ATSC signal
in whatever form the digital TV is capable of displaying.

broadcastengineering.com

doesn't expect to make a profit on the
boxes-at best, it expects to break even.
To stay in business, WOW will help its
broadcast partners provide enhanced
and interactive services, and share in the
profits these services generate.
WOW's software partners develop the
STB middleware and the enhanced and
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interactive services used by the broadcast
partners. OpenTV, which is WOW's larg-

I
I
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national programming content for local broadcasters.

Birth of a notion
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fundamental premise that WOW will
carry certain burdens and the broadcasters will carry certain burdens, and then
both sides will share revenues. Specifi-

Intellocity works closely with WOW's

WOW Digital TV was co-founded in

cally, WOW will create the technical plat-

broadcast partners to develop interactivity
tools and applications geared toward the
broadcaster's needs. Enhanced and inter-

1999 by Kevin Doman, Steven

form and take the risks of building the
boxes and the backend systems. In return, participating broadcasters will create iTV programs using tools supplied
by WOW and promote the service.

active services are available to the user
through the STB's remote control, and
appear as a second window on the TV

Lindsley and Louis Libin.
Doman and Lindsley had grown up
together in Salt Lake City. Before co-

founding WOW, Lindsley had been

After completing the combined facility, it dawned
on Lindsley that neither he nor the other seven
stations had an audience.

screen so that the viewer never leaves the

on -air program -a key feature for both

O

.

A

est investor, developed the middleware
that allows multicasting and interactivity.

O

A

viewer and advertiser. Enhanced services
offer viewers features such as
downloadable arcade -style video games

and movie soundtracks, electronic program guides (EPGs), on -demand sports
statistics, alternate camera angles during
sports events, enhanced news or weather

president of Salt Lake City's NBC af-

information, traffic cameras, etc. Interactive services, which would make use of a
telephone -line back channel connected to
the STB, will allow viewers to respond to a

other networks. He became acquainted
with Libin when he hired him to help
build the combined DTV facility.

Drum roll, please

filiate KSL, and was involved with

But the big question is, will it succeed?

forming a combined DTV facility with

Will WOW be able to jumpstart DTV/
iTV? Will it become the model that others emulate? To a large degree, that depends on how many broadcast partners
WOW can recruit, and whether or not
consumers buy the STBs. So far WOW

KSL and seven other stations from

poll, order a pizza or perform other so-

Lindsley said that, after completing the
combined facility, it dawned on him that

called T -commerce functions.

neither he nor the other seven stations

WOW's broadcast partners develop
and design specific programs that use
WOW's enhanced and interactive services. They also advertise the WOW
box during their programs.

had an audience. He says that broadcast-

As for the STBs, WOW conducted tests

on its STBs during the 2002 Winter

is negotiating agreements with about
50 stations.

Finally, WOW itself finances the box,

ers continue to find themselves in the
tenuous position of being mandated by
law to build out their digital transmission facilities and send the signals out
into the marketplace - an essentially

recruits broadcasters and negotiates

empty marketplace. In response, he co-

Olympic Games and over the summer
months with several broadcast partners.
The company expects to begin rolling out fully-fledged STBs and DTV/
iTV services sometime this fall. Stay

agreements with them, and aggregates

founded WOW Digital TV with the

tuned.
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Powerful, sleek, and extremely fast exemplifies the traits of a
Cheetah. That's why PESA's new high definition router carries
the same name. Designed for today's demand on future
proofing rett_rn on investments, the Cheetah out performs all
others

Video
resolution:
The analog concept
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

The extent to which a picture
medium such as television
I-

can reproduce fine detail is
expressed in terms of resolution. The

early development of television resulted in the two dominant SDTV
scanning formats, the 525/60 and the
625/50. The aim was to achieve a sat-

assumption was made that the picture would be viewed at distance of
approximately six times the screen

575. A complete picture (frame) is
made up of two consecutive fields,

height. So a decision had to be made

number of lines (262.5 and 312.5).

each containing half of the total

as to the number of lines should The lines in two consecutive fields
make up a picture. Too many lines
would be a waste and too few lines
would make the raster line structure

are interlaced, resulting in a frame
made up of the total amount of lines
(525 or 625).

isfactory picture, taking as a reference the visual acuity of the eye. The
human visual system (HVS) has two

The visual acuity of the human
of one minute

main resolution characteristics:
namely, the spatial resolution and the
temporal resolution.

The spatial resolution
Television system design takes as a
reference the visual acuity of the eye,
which is of the order of one minute

of arc. Picture details that subtend
an angle of less than one minute of
arc are not perceived by the eye. The

Um.

The vertical resolution. The vertical resolution is independent of the

The number of visible (active) lines
(N) is smaller to allow for the vertical retrace of the scanning spot. So

video bandwidth and equals the
number of alternately white and

in North America we have NAL= 485

and in the rest of the world N, =

black horizontal lines (Nv) that can
be resolved vertically over the full
height of the picture. It is expressed

in lines per picture height (LPH).

Sales of remises -based VoIP atewa s row
Small office demand will jump

The early developers of television in
the 1930s determined that the vertical resolution is statistically equal to

70 percent of the number of active
lines. The so-called "Kell Factor" of

2007 11111111-

2006 1111W--

$3,194
$3,392

----7111011=111111. $2,856

0.7 is at the origin of all conventional
television systems.
In the 525/60 scanning standard
= 0.7 x NAL = 339.5LPH,

2002 IIIIF- MO $1,160

so let's round it down to 339LPH.
If the vertical details in the picture
exceed 339LPH they are blurred. In
the 625/50 scanning standard

2001 allf- "Mg $1,179

Figure 1 shows the case of scanning

2004 .11111r--- -1111.11111111=1 $2,279
2003 Mr

- - TIM $1,444

2000 1111111.10

500

1,000

NV= 0.7 x N AL

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

Millions of dollars
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402LPH.

lines straddling picture details. The

,-----411111111111111..M $2,579

SOURCE: Allied Business Intelligence
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e is on the order

visible. North America chose 525
lines and Europe chose 625 lines.

FRAME RAB

2005

e

www.alliedworld.corn

result is a loss of vertical resolution.
The horizontal resolution. The aim
is to achieve an equal number of pic-

ture elements per unit of distance,
i.e the picture height, horizontally as
SEPTEMBER 2002

...where it all comes together.
Planning for DTV? Look to Leitch for the latest storage and networking technology. VRnet"

provides global connectivity, tracking and sharing of media and unparalleled integration of applications.
Ingest, transmission, browsing, editing and archiving-the breadth and depth of Leitch server systems
continues to grow.

Leitch offers
Reliability through hardware and software redundancy and distributed file
allocation tables for failsafe operation.
Scalability dramatically enhanced by introduction of 2 Gb.'s Fibre Channel,
181 GB drives and new media management.

Interoperability through inclusion of all professional compression standards,
DV and MPEG-2, industry -standard interfaces, SDI, SDTI, Ethernet, SCSI, ATM,
and 0C3.

Please visit our web site at www.leitch.com/newbrochures/server.pdf or call us for the
VRnet Server Technology brochure.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233
02002 Leitch Technology Corporetion

USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
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picture
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Field 2 line 293

5.15MHz, and the re-
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sulting horizontal resolution factor is 78 lines/
MHz. Various countries
have adopted different

Medium
gray
flat -field

Field 1 line 32

maximum transmitted

baseband video fre-

Field 2 line 295

Q

width on the order of 600kHz with

Field 1 line 30
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color difference (B -Y ad R -Y) band-

video bandwidth for a resulting horizontal resolution of
equal horizontal and around 48LPH. The chrominance
vertical resolution is vertical resolution is unaffected in

fl
CO

In the 625/50 scanning

standard the minimum

quency values, resulting

Field 1 line 33

in different horizontal
resolutions. In the

0
Figure 1. Whet, scanning lines straddle picture
details, vertical resolution is diminished.

well as vertically. Figure 2 shows the

formation of a sine wave resulting
from scanning horizontally aligned
picture elements, in this case alternately white and black. The system

B,G)

the maximum

transmitted baseband video frequency is 5MHz, resulting in a trans -

above, let's calculate the parameters of
the HDTV 1125/60 format. In this format the number of interlaced lines per

frame is 1125/60 and the number of
active lines per frame is 1080. Given a
Kell factor of 0.7, the effective vertical
resolution is:
Nv = 0.7 x 1080 = 756LPH.
In the 1125/60 HDTV format, Nv =
756 and IAR = 16/9, so

The early developers of television determined that
the vertical resolution is statistically equal to 70
percent of the number of active lines.

must allow for a number of horizon-

tal picture elements (Hpix) that is
equal to the Nv multiplied by the im-

age aspect ratio (IAR). In the 525/
60 SDTV format IAR = 4/3 and Nv
= 339 so:
Hpix = 339LPH x (4/3) = 452 pixels.
This results in 452/2 = 226 complete

dominant 625/50 transmission standard (CCIR

NTSC but is reduced to half that of
the luminance component in PAL
due to the line -sequential V
subcarrier phase alternation.
Using the same analog approach as

mitted horizontal resolution of:

N11 = 5MHz x 78 lines/MHz =

Hpix = 756 x (16/9) = 1344.
This results in 1344/2 = 672 com-

cycles during the active horizontal

390LPH.
Reducing this bandwidth reduces the

scanning line.

plete cycles during the active horizontal scanning line. In the 1125/60 scan-

horizontal resolution. A 2MHz lumi-

ning standard the total line duration
is 29.6ps and the active line duration

Given an active line duration of nance bandwidth, typical of VHS,
52.511s, this results in a cycle duration of:
T = 52.85µs/262 = 0.2338µs.
The associated frequency is:
F = 1/T = 1/0.2338µs = 4.28MHz.
This is the bandwidth
required to achieve

equal horizontal and
vertical resolution. The

would result in a horizontal resolution
of about 160LPH without affecting the
vertical resolution.

NTSC and PAL composite signal

encoding formats have a typical

is 25.83ps. This results in a single cycle

duration of:
T = 25.83p/672 = 38.43ns.
The associated frequency is:
F = 1/T = 1/38.43ns = 26MHz.

Total the duration

4- Blanking -÷ 4

Active ine duration

duration

horizontal resolution
factor for a 4.28MHz
bandwidth is
339LPH/4.28MHz =
79.2 lines/MHz

Electrical
signal

Given that the trans-

mitted bandwidth is
4.2MHz, the transmitted
horizontal resolution is
reduced to:
NH

= 4.2MHz x 79.2

lines/MHz = 333LPH

30
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One cycle

.4

Figure 2.This diagram shows the relationship between horizontal pixels and the corresponding electrical signal in a TV system.
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brightness
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Field 1 line 30

Black
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Field 1 line 31
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nent of the 1125/60

still pictures per second is an ad-

interlaced HDTV
system. The horizontal resolution

equate rate to convey the illusion of
motion. Reducing flicker, however,

factor for a 26MHz
bandwidth is:
756LPH/(26MHz)
= 29 lines/MHz.

Black

Field 1 line 32
Field 2 line 295

Black

Field 1 line 33

Field 2 line 296

The temporal
resolution
An
important
property of the eye
is the persistence of
vision, or the ability of the viewer to

retain or in some
manner remember
Figure 3. Vertical resolution equals number of active lines
when the raster lines are centered on the picture details.

This is the transmission bandwidth

required for equal horizontal and
vertical resolution of the Y compo-

requires still higher picture rates.
Given the transmission spectrum
conservation requirements that imposed a 6MHz channel bandwidth
(7- or 8MHz in Europe), the early
television developers adopted the in-

terlaced scanning concept, where a
picture is divided in two consecutive
fields transmitted at a frequency of

(nominally) 60Hz (50Hz in Europe). This allowed for the reduction

of the transmission bandwidth requirements. The result is that large
areas of uniform color and brightness flicker at the field rate (60Hz

the impression of or 50Hz large area flicker), and this
an image after it has

is acceptable. If two adjacent lines in

been withdrawn two consecutive fields are not idenfrom view. When light entering the tical, as shown in Figure 3, the reeye is shut off, the impression of sult is interline flicker at the frame
light persists for about 0.1 sec. Ten rate (30Hz or 25Hz). Interline flicker
is tolerable because the eye is relatively insensitive to flicker when the

Have you seen these balls?

40 4 ,iiii
1.ao

4

Each month, over 80,000 users rely on ProductionHUB to buy, rent or hire
industry products, services and professionals. Shouldn't you?

ProductionHUB

variation of brightness is confined
to a small part of the field of view.
The method works well when the
picture is stationary. When there is

movement, the two consecutive
fields may not be equal and "move-

ment judder" results. Progressive
scanning requires a wider bandwidth but does not suffer from small
area flicker and judder. In the October issue we will discuss the digital
resolution concept.
BE
Michael Robin, former engineer with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering
headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of Digital Television
Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill.

7F149nnm rtriknEPS!

Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering's
hi -weekly RF online newsletter

The information network for film, video and digital media production.

www.productionhub.com

Toll Free 877.629.4122

at www. broadcastengtneering com
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

michael_ robin@primediabusiness.com
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DOLBY E
IS FOR

Moving 5.1 -channel surround sound through your DTV station is hardly child's play. Dolby E,

however, offers an easy solution to automate your multichannel audio delivery. Along with

eight channels of audio, Dolby E carries metadata, which automatically changes the
channel configuration between stereo and 5.1, and controls the loudness at the local
affiliate station.

The DP572 Dolby E Decoder allows you to pass through Dolby E from the network, mix in

local audio as a voice-over, or switch over to local audio when upconverting. The DP572

also automatically delivers clean audio transitions to the
downstream Dolby Digital (AC -3) encoder. With Dolby E

you can forget about the audio and focus on the
grownup problems-like getting your DTV station on air.

" " diolbYcolnitvaildi('

DO Dolby
BREAKING SOITNI) BARRIERS-

AES Convention October 5-8, 2002 Booth #1501 South Hall, Los Angeles Convention Center
Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Fax 415-863-1373

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 80J England Telephone (44) 1793-842100 Fax (44) 1793-842101 www.dolby.com
Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 0 2002 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. S02/14151
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Open
Source
development
BY BRAD GILMER

What is Open Source,
and why is it a powerful force in the soft-

I

O

which code came from the original author. Another requirement is that there

be no discrimination against persons

ware development environment to-

or groups. The license must give every-

day? How does it relate to television?
Does it have a viable future?

one the same free access to the code.
Also, there must be no discrimination

Let's start with a definition. Open

against fields of endeavor. For example,

Source is free software. Not just free as
in "freeware" distributed at no cost, but
free in the sense that the source code is

the license must not keep people from
using the software if they are a business, or an educational institution. The
license must be included with the soft -

made available to anyone who wants

Open Source is free software

tral core of developers who get the ball

rolling. In the case of Linux, the core
developer was Linus Torvalds, a programmer from Finland. He posted his

first version on the Internet in a
newsgroup and said, "Here is something I have been working on." Others soon took an interest in his code
and added functionality. Before long,
a fully functional UNIX look -alike was

available to the world at large. By this
time, many people had contributed to

in the sense
that the source code is made available

the code, and many others had spent
hours testing and verifying the soft-

to anyone who wants it

.

ware. Newsgroups for specific areas of

it. There are a number of other things

ware. A vendor cannot require that you

that characterize Open Source code, so

sign a separate license. The software
must not be only part of a larger prod-

interest within the Linux community
arose, and newsgroups specifically for
support were added.
At this point, several non-profit organizations have been created to sup-

uct. Finally, the license must not restrict
other software.

-

Among these are SourceForge

The Open Solace community

(www.sourceforge.net), the Open
Source Development Network

Open Source is more than free soft-

(www.osdn.org) and the Open Source

must be able to give it to others. In ad-

ware. It is a community of people

Initiative (www.opensource.org).

dition, source code must be included working together. In any given Open
in the software distribution. Source Source project, there is usually a cencode is human -readable
2 2 As..
code that is compiled into

SourceForge provides just about anything you would need to start an Open
Source project, including
development tools, project
tracking systems, test environments, discussion fo11201M!I
rums and more. OSDN is
one of the best sources of
amnia
news and information re-

let's go down the list, as provided by
the Open Source Initiative (OSI).
To be considered Open Source, software must meet several requirements.
It must allow for free redistribution
people who get the software from you

^

machine-readable code
(sometimes called executable code). It is the executable code that actually runs

on the computer. Another
requirement is that the license must allow others to

modify the source code

,.
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and then be able to distribute this modified code for
free. To preserve the integ-

one who modifies the code
to call it something else so
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port the Open Source community.
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work is done by project

SourceForge is the largest Open Source development site on
the Web, with over 40,000 projects.

by their interest in solving
the problem. Testing and
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Be Sure
with Euphonix Digital Broadcast Consoles

www.euphonix.com

KVEA Telemundo, Los Angeles:
Euphonix System 5-B Console On -Air for News
In April 2002 KVEA, the Spanish
language station at the Los Angeles
Telemundo studios, installed a Euphonix
System 5-B broadcast console for
their Channel 52 live news segment.
Telemundo is one of the largest
providers of Spanish language television
in the United States and Puerto Rico.

"We researched upgrading to a digital
console very carefully, Euphonix had the
best offering. It's great to finally have
the Euphonix System 5-B on-air,"said
Richard Lahti, Director of Operations at
Telemundo. "The install went very
smoothly. Everything worked as
specified and the first news broadcast

went on without a hitch. The System 5 -B's
design and integration with our video
systems is definitely going to make our
jobs easier."
KVEA has a wide range of programming
including news and sports, movies,
comedy, talk shows, variety entertainment
and "Novelas," the Spanish version of the
American 'soap opera.' Telemundo has
production offices in Los Angeles, Puerto
Fico and Mexico City, along with business
cffices in Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Irvine,
Lim Angeles, Miami, New York, San
Antonio and San Francisco. KVEA was
f3unded in 1986 and began broadcasting
Spanish language television throughout
tie greater Los Angeles area in 1988.
Telemundo was recently purchased by NBC.

The System 5-B all -digital broadcast
console at Telemundo features a 24 fader

surface controlling 70 processing channels,
12 mix busses, 24 group busses, and 16 aux

busses. The processing interfaces with
21 microphone preamplifiers, and 48 AES
digital inputs and outputs.

KNBC,

Los Angeles

Paul -Henri Wagner, General

Manager of 44.1, the Euphonix

KNBC Los Angeles has
ordered a Euphonix System

French distributor commented,

"The choices of audio equipment

that Canal+ makes is well
respected among all the French
broadcasters. This first System

5-B console install for Canal +
is a very important step for us."

Canal+
Paris

CANALPLUS+FR

Canal+ recently installed a
Euphonix System 5-B digital
broadcast console in their Paris
studio. The console will be used
for various sports broadcasts as
well as some of their main live
shows. Canal+ is the largest private

broadcaster for pay -per -view

television in France for news,
movies and other entertainment
broadcasts. The 56 fader, 154
channel configuration is the
first System 5-B console to be
installed in Paris.

5-B digital audio broadcast
console for their Burbank
studio location. The new
console will be used for
the live Channel 4 news
broadcast to the Los Angeles
area. KNBC is an owned
and operated facility of
network leader NBC. The
System 5 for KNBC has been specified
with 40 faders and over 80 channel signal
paths. The console includes redundant
power supplies, 72 mic inputs, 12 analog
inputs, 196 digital inputs, 78 analog
outputs, and 112 digital outputs, all
directly connected to the router. KNBC
plans to install the new Euphonix System
5-B console in the fall of 2002. Euphonix
also has two CS3000 consoles on the
Burbank NBC lot at the 'NBC Tonight Show'
and the Network news studios.

Euphonix Max Air:
An Affordable Audio Console Solution
for the Transition to Digital

Digital Broadcast
Consoles: FAQ's
How can a digital console save

The whole broadcast chain is moving

rapidly to a fully digital world. Converting
to en all -digital audio system such as
Max Air increases the features available
to the operator and simplifies the
technical installation of the system.
Max Air is a new digital audio mixing
console specifically designed for on -air
and live -to -tape broadcast production
applications for the local TV market
and smaller network facilities.

Euphonix has built upon years of
experience in digital contrcl surface
design to provide a compact, and cost

effective digital mixing solution that
includes all the high performance
features and quality that our customers
have come to rely on. Max Air is based
on the proven Euphonix System 5 core
technology. Over 100 System 5 consoles
have been sold across the world during
the past two and a half years.

me money?

One of the most expensive areas

in console installation is the wiring.
With AES standard MADI (Multichannel
Audio Digital Interface) cabling, wiring
is immensely simplified. Each coaxial
cable carries up to 56 channels of
digital audio at 24 -bit 48K and can
handle runs of up to 50 meters.
MADI-based microphone pre -amps
and other converters can easily he
routed where needed in the digital
system. Euphonix provides these
MADI systems. MADI also easily
converts to fiber and runs of up to
1000 meters are supported.

New From Euphonix!
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Max Air Features:
Size:
96 channels

FOX
25
WFXT BOSTON

32 mix buses

24 clean feed/group matrix buses
12 aux sends

24 external inputs

Based on proven System 5-B console technology

WFXT, Boston
Two System 5-B broadcast consoles
have been installed at FOX Network's
new WFXT Boston facility. FOX has
dramatically expanded their buildings
in Boston and has targeted the two
System 5-B consoles for both their
primary control rooms. Beck
Associates (www.becktv.com), a
system integrator based in Austin
Texas, did the installation. FOX has
purchased several other Euphonix

consoles for their facilities across
the US including stations in New
York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Boston and San Francisco.

High reliability with built-in redundancy
Central touch screen interface
SnapShot Recall" of all console settings

48 layouts for different surface configurations

PatchNet-MADI digital router/patchbay
Surround panning and monitoring as standard
Dedicated mix minus and insert per channel

Easy to use and learn-intuitive nterface
Modular surface and I/O

Small footprint
High quality audio

How is redundancy handled

in a distributed digital console

ro

system?

o.)

Each component of the
Max Air console has redundant
power supplies and all other components
can be duplicated or have back up
components quickly available. For
example, redundant DSP cards for the

core processing automatically switch
over in the event of a failure keeping
all audio processing online instantly.
Analog consoles are straightforward
to operate. Will a digital console be
too difficult to operate without a lot of
training?
Max Air was designed with the help
of broadcast engineers and is laid out
with simplicity in mind. All the main
functions that broadcast engineers need
to access and monitor are at the top
level of the control surface. Ease of use
was a primary concern for Max Air.
Digital consoles can be so large
and complex, does Max Air fit in a
mobile truck?
Max Air was designed specifically
to fit a 48 -fader configuration across a
standard 102" wide mobile truck.

Max Air Broadcast Tour
uphOtti
The Euphonix Max Air Broadcast Tour demonstration

vehicle hits the road for a 37 city trip that will include
the Las Vegas NAB convention in April 2003. This
specially commissioned truck is outfitted with a 96
channel Max Air mixing system and simulates a local
TV station digital audio control room.

Society of Broadcast Engineer
(SBE) Local Meetings
The Max Air Broadcast Tour vehicle will be present
at local SBE chapter meetings for hands-on demos
of the audio and video systems. Euphonix, and in some
cases our sponsors, will give a short presentation on
the transition to digital.
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Last Day

Arrival Date

SBE Local Chapter
Meeting Dates

Location

Last Day

Location

SBE Local Chapter
Meeting Dates

2003

2002
Wed Sep 25

Fri Sep 27

Minneapolis

Wed Sep 25

Thu Jan 02

Fri Jan 03

Nashville

Thu Jan 02

Mon Sep 30

Fri Oct 04

Chicago

Tue Oct 01

Mon Jan 06

Thu Jan 09

New Orleans,

Mon Jan 06

Mon Oct 07

Fri Oct 11

Detroit

Mon Oct 14

Fri Oct 18

Indianapolis

Tue Oct 15

Mon Oct 21

Fri Oct 25

Cleveland

Mon Oct 22

Mon Oct 28

Fri Nov 01

Mon Nov 04

Baton Rouge

& Shreveport
Fri Jan 10

Tue Jan 14

Houston

Tue Jan 14

Pittsburgh

Wed Jan 15

Wed Jan 15

San Antonio

Wed Jan 15

Fri Nov 08

Boston

Thu Jan 16

Fri Jan 17

Austin

Thu Jan 16

Mon Nov 11

Fri Nov 15

Philadelphia

Mon Jan 20

Tue Jan 21

Tulsa

Tue Jan 21

Mon Nov 18

Tue Nov 19

Wash. D.C.

Tue Nov 19

Wed Jan 22

Fri Jan 24

Oklahoma City

Wed Nov 20

Fri Nov 22

Baltimore

Wed Nov 20

Mon Jan 27

Fri Jan 31

Dallas Ft. Worth

Mon Nov 25

Fri Nov 29

Holiday

Mon Feb 03

Fri Feb 07

Phoenix

Thu Jan 30
Mon Feb 10

Mon Dec 02

Tue Dec 03

Miami

Tue Dec 03

Mon Feb 10

Wed Feb 12

San Diego

Wed Dec 04

Fri Dec 06

Tampa

Thu Dec 05

Thu Feb 13

Fri Feb 21

Los Angeles

Mon Feb 17

Mon Dec 09

Fri Dec 13

Atlanta

Mon Dec 09

Mon Feb 24

Tue Feb 25

Sacramento

Tue Feb 25

Mon Dec 16

Fri Dec 20

Birmingham,

Wed Dec 18

Wed Feb 26

Mon. Dec 23

Wed Jan 01

Wed Feb 26

Fri Feb 28

San Francisco

Montgomery

Mon Mar 03

Thu Mar 06

Vancouver

& Huntsville

Fri Mar 07

Tue Mar 11

Portland

Tue Mar 11

Holiday

Wed Mar 12

Tue Mar 18

Seattle

Thu Mar 13

Thu Mar 20

Fri Mar 21

Salt Lake City

Fri Mar 21

Wed Mar 26

Fri Apr 04

Las Vegas

Thu Mar 27

Mon Apr 07

Fri Apr 11

NAB Exhibition

For the most up-to-date tour news, meeting times and web
links for the SBE meetings, and international tour listings
please see our website at: www.euphonix.com/tour/

Las Vegas

US Tour Sponsors
The companies listed below have provided audio and video equipment

that interlace with Max Air to help create a realistic state-of-the-art digital broadcast environment.
Main Sponsors. Accom - Abekas' 6000 Video Production Server
Co -Sponsors 360 Systems

Clear -Corn

Miranda - Kaleido-K2 Monitor Wall Processor

DK-Audio America - Dolby Laboratories

Genelec

NVISION

Pioneer - PDP-433CMX 43" plasma display
TC Electronic

TerraSonde

Wohler Technologies

If your station is located in one of the 37 cities and you would like the
Max Air Broadcast Tour to stop by your facility
please contact Euphonix Sales Coordinator
Jonathan McDonell at (650) 846-1114

(jmcdonell@euphonix.com]

www.euphonix.com
02002 Euphonix. Inc. All rights reserved. Max Air, System 5, PatchNet and SnapShot Recall are trademarks of Euphonar Inc

e

220 Portage Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94306 Phone. (6501 855-0400 Fax: (650) 855-0410
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SAflIX®
times compelled) to distribute that work so that
others may also benefit.
Open Source seems to fit
well with the rebel image

of programmers. Many
programmers are anti corporate and anti -big

business. The Open
Source community is still

one area of the Internet

that seems to remain
somewhat free of large
Boxx Technologies' 3DBOXX workstations and
RenderBOXX rendering notes are available with
the Linux Open Source operating system.

commercial influence.

new concept
"Capacitive -Discharge"
300Hz PULSE GENERATION

BULK ERASERS
FAST
COMPACT
EFFICIENT
RELIABLY ERASE
METAL TAPES
All Models operate on 117V at 3 Amp.
24 hour continuous duty, no heat build-up.

Open Source and

television
validation is performed by having
"many eyeballs" looking at the source
code, testing functionality and running

the software on different platforms.
Open Source software development is
truly decentralized. This new development environment was made possible
by the Internet.

What's good about Open
Source?
Well, there is the obvious end -user
benefit that it's free. But people who sup-

port Open Source believe that the benefits reach much further than that. They
say that the Open Source community

You may have also heard about the
Advanced Authoring Format (AAF),
the file format for exchange of video,
audio and metadata in the post -pro-

sAnut
2500

3800

duction environment. The AAF
Software Developers Kit (SDK) is
Open Source, and is licensed under
the AAF Public Source License (PSL).
In addition to the base SDK, the BBC
has contributed an MPEG codec to the
AAF project under the AAF PSL, and

Quantel has contributed an EDL-toAAF converter, also under the AAF
PSL. The EBU has produced sample
software for the Material Exchange
Format (MXF), which is licensed un-

Open Source is more than free software
it is a
community of people workinglogether.

4
3800

2500

For BETACAM SP
BETACAM SX
Digital BETACAM
MU. D3 S -M,

HDCAM
VHS, Beta etc.
1/2"w METAL OXIDE

For DVCPRO L -M
DVCAM
and
Ultra High Coersivity

METAL OXIDE
MEDIA

SAMX

e000

6000
provides a wide base of support for software. With thousands of developers all

der Open Source.
The TiVo digital video recorder, the

over the world, questions posted to

device that allows people to record
television programs and play them

newsgroups get answered sometimes
within minutes. Open Source software
evolves quickly, and they say that by its

very nature it incorporates "best of
breed" technologies. Word of new innovations spreads quickly, and Open
Source licensing terms encourage others to "borrow" good ideas for their own

projects. Open Source provides a way
for people to contribute back to the community- to see the benefits of their hard

work. People who make changes to a
program are encouraged (and some -
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back at a later time, runs on Linux, the
popular Open Source UNIX -like operating system (for more information
see www.tivo.com/linux). Also on the

Linux front, Disney Feature Animation recently announced that it would
be purchasing HP Linux-based workstations and servers as components in
its next -generation animation production pipeline. And Boxx Technologies
offers both its 3DBOXX workstations
and RenderBoxx rendering notes op -

For D2, D1 L -M
D3, D5 L -M
BETACAM etc.

3/4w" 1/2"w
all cassette
Up to 1"w 14" dia

f4
SI

reel type
METAL OXIDE
MASTER ERASER

REQUEST FULL -LINE CATALOG

U.S.A. DISTRIBUTOR
RThRESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INT'L.
4700 CHASE AVENUE
LIN.-30LNWOOD. IL 60712-1689 U S A

PHONE:847-677-3000
FAX
:847-677-1311

sAnix CORPORATION
TOKYO, JAPAN FAX:81-3-3702-9654

broadcastengineering.com
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Linux

(see

www.boxxtech.com).

not exponentially, but by the power of
four. They argue that monolithic pro-

What's bad about Open

grams from commercial developers
are likely to be buggy purely because

of people available to the Open Source
community?
The jury is out on these questions. It

Source?
of their large size.
Open Source detractors say that
Open Source software is often un- Is Open Source sustainable?

certainly seems that the Open Source
movement is growing. SourceForge
reports 44,446 open projects, 459,456
registered developers, and 110 million

stable, untested and unreliable. Crit-

page views per month. Obviously

ics also point out that, while some programs in the Open Source community

are well supported, other programs
have relatively small followings and
support is at the whim of the developers. Finally, they say that the Open
Source financial model is not sustain-

able. Open Source supporters reply
that the same arguments can be applied to commercially available software but, in the commercial environment, users do not typically have direct access to programmers who can
fix their problems quickly. They also
say that, as programs become very big,
the risk of introducing bugs goes up

Sales of integrated DTV sets
are up 1455% over last year.

One question critical to developers
and users alike is whether the Open
Source concept will survive. After all,
how do people work on Open Source
projects without getting paid? While it

is fine for people to contribute their
hard-won personal time to programming, are they willing to continue to
do that indefinitely? Once a product

something is going on.
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Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

brad

gilmer@primediabusiness.com

matures and programmers are no
longer interested in continuing to develop it, who will provide support? As
the economy continues to head south,

and people try to put their lives together after the dot -bomb era, will programmers go to work for large software

companies, thus reducing the number

Sign up now for Broadcast Engineering's
bi-weekly RF online newsletter
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CLEAR CHOICE

How long can you afford to keep

I

V
HIGH -QUALITY UP -CONVERSION

your audience waiting?

Of the 1,600 television stations in America, 430
have converted to digital. And of the eight or so
companies that provided these conversions, the
world's most prominent station owners-leaders
like Clear Channel Broadcast-relied time and time
again on DIV ClearChoice from MCSi. Given this
fact, we're thankful to be North America's largest
analog -to -digital provider. With three years, six
months and 1,170 stations to go, we better be.
BASEBAND SIGNAL MONITORING

Extremely Affordable - Built to YOUR Price Point!
Easy to Upgrade - Grow as Your Budget Allows!
Rigorously Tested to Meet all ATSC Requirements
Installed Onsite w/ Zero Downtime
Complete Documentation & End -User Training
Industry's Most Comprehensive 24/7 Support Options

Give us a call
We're not going to tell you when to go digital
(you're the best judge of that). We're not even
going to tell you how (we have a hunch you'll do
your homework). We will, however, give you our
toll -free number so when the time is right, and your
homework's done, you won't have to call
information.

DYNAMIC PSIP GENERATOR

Call 800.554.5440
Ask for the Broadcast Solutions Group.

broadcastsolutionsro
group
02002 MCSi, Inc. All rights reserved. MCSi, the MCSi logo, the Broadcast Solutions Group logo, and the ClearChoice logo ore registered trademarks of MCSi. All other
trademarks contained in this document are the property of their retpertive owners. MCSi reserves the right to alter pricing, specifications and terms without notice atanytime.
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The Smart Video Server
Only Inscriber E -Clips Server includes Inscriber's Smarr: Control software designed to introduce

a whole new level of intelligence to video servers. The revolutionary scheduling abilities of
E -Clips Server gives you the power to seamlessly schedule the playback of pre-recorded program
material, control your VTR playout and cut to your live camera feed. It can even integrate with your
existing switcher or router. Choose a video server that does so much more than just ingest and
playout. Inscriber E -Clips Server, it does more, you do less - now that's a smart idea!

ingest audio & video clips
control VTRs, switchers and routers
integrate with Harris/Louth & Odetics automation systems
schedule up to 8 channels of digital video playout from 1 system
connect to Fiber Channel for SAN storage
communicate with E -Clips Server using MOS protocol

For more information visit - www.inscriber.com

North & South American Sales -26 Peppier Street. Waterloo, Ontario. Canada N21 3C4

y1.800.363.3400 Tel. 31.519.570.9111 Fax: 41.519 570.9140 Lurepean Sales-Zijristraat 72, 1431 EE Aalsmeer, The Netherlands
Tel: +31.297.380930 Fax:331.297.380939 AsiaPacific Sales-Level 9, AIG Building 1-1 3 Marunouchr, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005, Japan Tel. 81.3.5288.5237 fax: 81.3.5_88.5111 'Inscriber is a registered trademark and E -Clips Server is
a trademark of Inscriber Technology Cor potation. Other product names mentioned may be registerxd trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. Specifications subject to changewithout notice.

Aspect ratio
conversion
BY RICHARD SCHILLER, GORDON SCOTT AND DAN BURGESS

s the transition to digital

television continues in

Over the years, film technologies were
developed to give directors the freedom

Converters vary in quality, with noticeable differences in effectiveness. A qual-

ity product provides better images and
should somewhat simplify the process.
While technical tools to change aspect

4

the United States, aspect
ratio conversion has become one of the

to shoot in ever -wider aspect ratios,

1-

most confusing and critically impor-

with television. With the increasing

which were not immediately compatible

tant production issues facing television
program producers and broadcasters.

The widescreen experience is being driven by
exposure to DVD and high -definition
television in the home.

In the early years of cinema, the aspect ratio, or the ratio of picture width
to height, was fixed to about 4:3 by
technologies of the era. It was logical
to adopt this ratio for television, since

adoption of 16:9 format widescreen

it allowed films to become a ready

television, program material shot for 4:3
will not suit widescreen, and vice versa.

source of program material.
INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

Ogle

Wfb

4:3 picture shown on a
4:3 screen, referred to as

4:3 picture shown on a
16:9 screen, referred to

16:9 picture shown on a
4:3 screen, referred to as

12F12 or 4:3

as 12P16, 16:9 PB

16L12, 16:9LB or 1.77L

4:3 picture shown on a 4:3
screen, referred to as 12F12 or
4:3. Active image is side cropped.

or curtains

4:3 picture shown on a
4:3 screen, referred to as
12F12 or 4:3

4:3 picture shown on a
4:3 screen, referred to as
12F12 or 4:3

14:9 picture shown on a 16:9
screen, referred to as 14P16, 14:9
PB or 1.55 curtains. Active
image is vertically cropped.

16:9 picture shown on a 16:9
screen, referred to as 16F16,
16:9FH or RN. Active image is
vertically cropped.

011111

OWO

16:

picture shown on a 16:9
screen, referred to as

16:

DAIS

*Alp
fbWO

16:9 picture shown on a 16:9

1,M11,41
14:9 picture shown on a 4:3
screen, referred to as 14112,
14:9LB or 1.55L. Active
image is side cropped.

screen, referred to as

16:9 picture shown on a 4:3
screen, referred to as 16112

16F16 16:9FH or 1.77F

4:3 LB or LB
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Key
Description Field

AABCC (14L121

PB Pillarbox

Where AA =

LB Letterbox

B

Active image aspect ratio
with reference to
9 (4:3 is 12:9 = 12)

FH

Full height
CC

Display formate
P for pillarbox
L for letterbox
F for full frame
Raster aspect ratio with
reference to 914:3 is 12:9 , to

r Blanked area of the screen

Oahe

picture shown on a 16:9
creen, referred to as

14:9 picture shown on a 4:3
screen, referred to as 14112,
14:9LB or 1.55L. Active image
is side cropped.

mi= Lost image

16F16 16:9FH or 1.77F

16F16 16:9FH or 1.77F

16112, 16:9LB or 1.771

RN Full width

4:3 picture shown on a 4:3
or FH. Active image is
side cropped.

0\11,0

16:9 picture shown on a
4:3 screen, referred to as

It is important to understand the

active picture aspect ratio with a
given display aspect ratio; for ex-

ample, a 4:3 image on a 16:9 display.

ratio are advanced and simple to use,
the creative choices facing producers
are just the opposite. Difficult decisions

on picture shape involve variables
ranging from program genre to cultural tastes of viewers.
Ultimately, when creating a non -live
program, it is not known whether what

aspect ratio will be implemented.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand
the role of the safe area, the portion of
the image that will be viewable regardless of aspect ratio. A producer filming
in 16:9 often cuts the sides of an image

to keep the action within the narrow
4:3 middle section. This ensures that
the important parts of the image will
be seen on both 16:9 and 4:3 screens.
This could be referred to as the active
picture aspect ratio within the display
aspect ratio. (See Figure 1.)

Aspect ratio conversion has made
this safe area smaller and more signifi-

cant. Everyone in the chain has to be
clear as to when a 16:9 program features a 4:3 safe area, or vice versa, so it
is established which portion of the image will be preserved regardless of the

television increasing in the United

aspect ratio at the output.
To create an original television pro-

States, it is crucial that broadcasters own

gram that will play well on both 4:3 and

an aspect ratio converter and that their
staff is educated in the conversion process. There is much to know in order to

16:9 sets, the master tape should contain as much information as possible.
The simplest approach is to shoot in
16:9 and protect the sides of the image

With the presence of high -definition

achieve the best possible results.

broadcastengineering.com
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The UTAH -400 High -Density Digital Routing Switcher is not just the world's most

A

advanced switcher, it is also the world's best value with prices that are significanty

lower than its competitors. Imagine getting all of these features and saving morey too!

Reduced Rack Space Requirements - a 144x144 Matrix in just 8 rack units, 288x288 in only to rack units.
The UTAH -400 lets you put more switcher in less space than any router in history.

SII/HD Compatibility - Mix and match standard definition and high definition signals and change the mix as your needs
evolve. The UTAH -400 provides complete insurance for HD compatibility.

Reduced Power Consumption - The UTAH -400 uses up to 80% less power than competitive designs. In large systems,
this can add up to real operational savings.

FLII-time Monitoring of Input/Output Signals - With the UTAH -400's unique signal monitoring features, your router can
become the heart of a complete, automated management system for your signal paths

Advanced Digital Audio Routing Capabilities - The UTAH -400 digital audio matrix gives you conplete flexibility in
handling any digital audio format.

vs UTAH

Utah Sc entific has a full range of solutioneto the most den;andirg
requirements for routing and presentation #ystemsvLet us help yousfind
the mos cost-effective and future -proof digital signal manigmentystem
for your facility. Visit us at www.utahscieiltific.core or call°
(801) 575-8801 today for more information.

New Directions in Digital Switching
Ja

Ph

4 7 5 0 Wiley Post Way. Suite X50. SaltLake City ,...U4T 84'.1 164USA(...--)
.301 57 5 8 8 0 1
Fax 801 53 7 3 0 9 91 Emaillisales utahscien.! fic corn
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to allow the center of that image to be
removed without a significant degree
of loss. Decisions of final aspect ratio
can be made following the post -pro duction process.
A growing trend in aspect ratio con-

even more important. This is the big
reason why converters should never
be tested using only still images.

aspect ratio converter took place. As a

Aspect ratio issues essentially require a
new approach to shooting sports. A tight
shot of a motion -filled image in 16:9 is
going to pack a lot more information into
an image than what would appear in 4:3.

not what was intended.

suddenly change shape - obviously

the viewer's mind can register. In

This also requires a frame -accurate control system. This could be a switcher that
will accurately drive the converter while
cutting between 4:3 and 16:9 sources, or
a frame -accurate aspect ratio converter
with Video Index signaling.

widescreen sports, the camera operator may follow the central action, but

Control of the aspect ratio
converter's functions, especially to

room to convert to either 4:3 or 16:9.
With 14:9, the aspect ratio on the tape
is no different than 16:9. The 14:9 area

the viewer may be looking at other

is actually a masking as opposed to a new

ticed in 4:3. It needs to be determined
how much additional information will
be delivered to the viewer.

vary the aspect ratio on the fly, can be
accomplished directly from the front
panel. Control can also be external, as
in remote control from a network. In
Europe, converters are typically driven

version in areas of Europe is 14:9, which

could also be considered in the United

The producer needs to determine what

-

States. In the UK particularly, it has
become common to shoot in 16:9 but
confine the action to a 14:9 shoot and
protect graticule, which provides the

-0

-

result, the viewer sees the image cut and

aspect ratio. This compromise provides
the viewer with small black bars at the

information within the frame, usually

details and action that were not no-

from signaling standards inserted

top and bottom of the screen, and a

When shooting a live presentation that includes
mixed aspect ratios, the timing of the aspect ratio
change is paramount.

small bit of image loss on the sides. This
loss is minimal and generally acceptable
to viewers.
Another option is to shoot in 4:3 using a

14:9 display and protect graticule. Although portions at the top and bottom of
the image are lost, a good aspect ratio converter can suerpssfully tighten the image.

What sets a quality unit apart from
one of lesser value is generally found
in the design of the filters used in the
conversion process. Additional functions within an aspect ratio converter
can also raise the quality level of conversions. On some units the ratio format is fixed, while on others it is variable, allowing the user to select special formats such as 14:9. Some units
on the market can process audio and
provide an audio delay to match the

Adding high -definition television into

the equation adds a new layer of complexity. A single fixed camera can provide quality sports coverage on a large
home HD display, though it would be
inappropriate for the smaller 4:3 sets.
Widescreen may also require the use of

within the video signal. Widescreen
signaling line 23 (WSSL23) or Video
Index can be used to change the aspect ratio converter's mode as the incoming signal is altered.

video delay. Other extra capabilities al-

patible on small 4:3 screens, it comes

The aspect ratio converter can also be
combined with another unit, such as an
upconverter or standards converter. Aspect ratio conversion from 4:3 to 16:9 is
part of the upconversion process, so one
advantage is that the filtering needed for
upconversion and aspect ratio conversion can be combined. If designed correctly, this can provide a quality advantage. This combination can also minimize the delay because the unit has one

low the user to pan, tilt and zoom the
image, or execute smooth transitions

down to a shot -by -shot decision. High -

less filter stage.

from one aspect ratio to another,
rather than an instant switch.

Of course, the traditional, purely
technical method of testing the signal
and viewing the results is always recommended. An easy way to do this is

to perform a test of rolling credits.
Credits are hard -edged and filled with

motion, easily the two most difficult
areas of aspect ratio conversion.

new, creative camera angles that may not

be appropriate for 4:3 service. This
means that certain events will require
both 4:3 and 16:9 shots.
Live high -definition programming is
also more complex for the producer on
the mobile truck. As the very wide shots
that work in high definition are incom-

definition 16:9 shots interspersed with
tighter shots showing details of the action for 4:3 viewers is a plausible solution, though it won't be perfect.
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cess easiest if they combine knowledge

presentation that includes mixed aspect

of what's available on the market and
of the process itself. This includes simultaneously supporting 4:3 and 16:9

ratios, the timing of the aspect ratio

for widescreen television, while also ap-

change is paramount. A live presentation may bring in material as 4:3 with

plying the process to high -definition

Furthermore, when shooting a live

television.

BE

portions as 16:9, which requires frame -

accurate switching between the ratios.

For live coverage, particularly of If a non -frame -accurate converter is
sporting events, addressing motion used, the change in the feed happens a
during the conversion process becomes

Broadcasters in the United States will

find the aspect ratio conversion pro-

few frames later than the change in the

broadcastengineering.com

Richard Schiller is product manager,
Gordon Scott is principal design engineer
and Dan Burgess is design engineer for
Snell & Wilcox.
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Plays Well
With Others
HP75BNC Series:
impedance

» 50 mi gold plated center pins
» Nickel -plated, machined brass shells
HP75BNC

Series

AAA Series:
to assemble, saves assembly time

» Quickest assembly time in the industry

» Optional die-cast handle improves durability
» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes

AAA Series

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
» Easy slide -out tray for fast terninations
from the FRONT of the rack
» Available in both long -frame or bantam configurations

» All jacks are nickel -plated, steel frame,
with gold-plated crossbar contacts

» Part of a complete I ne of audio
patchbays, call for details

Video Patchbays:
» MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3.0Ghz
» VPP standard High Definition version rated at 2 4Ghz

» VPP standard Serial Digital versioi rated at 1 5Ghz
Available in 1RU. 2RU's, 24. 26 or 32 jacks, terminated,
non -terminated, or non-normalled
Video Patchbay

w w w.switchcraf t.com
5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago. L 60633
Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129

Some facilities build control rooms with acoustic ceilings and wall panels to reduce the impact of production equipithent noise.

Acoustic issues
for studio design
BY STEPHEN G. LINDSEY

Sound generated by building users and services - in

particular, mechanical,

is subject to high heat loads generated
by studio lighting, as well as the presence of a large number of people. This

electrical and power systems - are key
sources of noise intruding upon television studios. Successful design and

A newsroom studio

achieve adequate cooling.

At the same time, the use of boom
microphones requires that the studio

equately addressed using conventional
construction. NC 30-35 is acceptable

requires less specialized

acoustical and air

sign architect/engineer, acoustical en-

handling equipment than

gineer and construction manager
from the earliest planning phase

nificant effects on acoustical design. A
formal studio used for live recording of
shows with an audience and/or music
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and the absence of intrusive noise
from building services and occupant
activity, a particularly acute issue in a
multi -tenant commercial building. In
fact, this type of studio presents the
greatest acoustical challenges.
In contrast, a news/sports/weather
studio featuring anchors and reporters using lapel microphones is much
less sensitive to intrusive noise. The
heat loads generated by studio lighting will require a higher capacity air
handling system, but this can usually
be met using conventional systems.
Likewise, sound separation can be ad-

construction of a quiet, intrusion free television studio requires close
cooperation among the owner, de-

through the final construction.
The purposes of a TV studio and its
location within the building have sig-

have both an NC rating of 25 or lower

a formal studio.
setting requires high air volumes to

broadcastengineering.com
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HELP NEEDED

Are You the Engineer in Charge of Audio?
Then you need the New Modulation Sciences
msi 3300 Audio Processor and A/D & D/A converter.
Ideal for Dolby' AC -3, MPEG, Fiber, Microwave and NTSC

Any combination of analog or digital - input and output
Combines the best of digital and analog audio with no -hassle
robustness of AES-3 digital interfacing and the proven smooth
sound of analog processing

Controls the dynamic range of the wide variety of TV Audio
Processes audio without introducing objectionable artifacts
Call Modulation Sciences,
your sound authority

Specifically designed for the wide range of TV audio:

rmodulation
,-. sciences

I inc.
12A Worlds Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: (800) 826-2603
Voice: (732) 302-3090
Fax: (732) 302-0206
E-mail: sales@modsci.com
www.modsci.com

Live studio news
Highly processed spots
Live sports with crowd noise
Film sound tracks

ENG feeds
Soap Operas and dramas

Dialog with live audiences and music

in this application.
Similarly, a newsroom stu-

dio requires less specialized
acoustical and air handling equipment than a formal studio. Typically
the newsroom studio is designed as a
large open office with high ceilings. The

additional lighting required for broadcasting does not generally add significantly to the overall heat load. Anchors
and reporters wear lapel microphones
and are separated from the rest of the

multi -tenant building generally are
best met using room -within -a -room
construction. A floating six-inch concrete floor is supported by springs with
a two-inch air space between it and the
building slab. The springs provide vibration isolation, preventing transmis-

sion of sound from the building slab,

acoustic and cooling issues are less criti-

cal than in a studio for live recording
of shows using boom microphones,
construction costs also are lower. NC

struction without field -built items. Use
of prefabricated materials enables bet-

ter quality control and reduces errors

...

or open space. Whatever small amount
of newsroom sound is audible to view-

working local news staff. Since the

for floating floors, acoustic doors,
acoustic windows, floating wall restraints and supports, enabling con-

The acoustical requirements of an NC 25 live audience studio
generally are best met using
room -within -a -room construction.

newsroom either by a glass partition

ers (e.g., ringing telephones) actually
contributes to the desirable effect of a

the top of the structure.
Specialty products are manufactured

while the air space increases airborne
sound transmission loss. The studio's
walls are built on top of this floating
slab and attached to its ceiling, which

while speeding construction.

is suspended from the building slab

struction, as well as acoustical control. In fact, several layers of drywall
with air spaces between yields better

above by sound isolation hangers.

Similarly, drywall construction is

preferable to concrete block construction for ease and cost of con-

acoustical control with far less weight

than masonry construction.
Often the most sensitive room is the
voice-over room, which must be very
quiet (i.e., NC 15-20) and free of intrusive nose. Typically, these are designed as floating rooms measuring six
feet by six feet, with all surfaces finished
with sound -absorbing material to cre-

ate a "dead room" that avoids coloration of voice.

For the formal NC 25 studio, the
ideal is a box that is free from contact with the base building except

through acoustical elements. The
need to run utilities (air supply and
returns, cables, etc.) into the room
compromises this ideal, requiring ad-

ditional acoustical controls. This is
particularly true of the air handling
system, which needs large sheet metal
High ceilings and absorptive finishes can be used to create a quiet, comfortable
working environment in facility newsrooms.

30-35 (the standard for most offices)
is acceptable in this application and
generally can be met with a standard
office air handling system.

A room within a room
The acoustical requirements of an

NC 25 live -audience studio in a
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Specialty doors with acoustical values similar to the double walls must
be installed to accommodate people
and sets. These double doors, often up
to 10 feet high and eight feet wide, are
very heavy, requiring special goalpost
framing made of structural steel tubes
with isolated male/female restraints at

broadcastengineering.com

ducts for supply and return air.
Meeting the NC 25 requirement of a
formal TV studio usually requires an
air handling system dedicated to that
studio, a separate system dedicated to
serve areas such as technical areas, audio and video control rooms, editing

rooms, and master control rooms.
And another system is needed to serve

the offices. This enables the systems

to be run at full capacity only as
SEPTEMBER 2002

MULTI -MASTER FINISHING INCREASES YOUR FLEXIBILITY
(LIKE YOU AREN'T ALREADY BENDING OVER BACKWARDS FOR CLIENTS)

Speed. Power. And flexibility. Discreet's smoke delivers them all. Taking our industry leading Multi -Master
Editing

technology one step further, smoke gives you a single system for creating, editing and finis'ling

multiple masters, from 2K to HD to 601 Whatever your client needs, you can deliver. What's more, you

benefit from Discreet's legacy of Academy Award` -winning effects, 3D capabilities and OMFI imports.
So let the strength of smoke help you get the job done. And be prepared to bend. 3ut never break.

Call Discreet today at 1-800-869-3504 or visit www.discreet.com
FIC 3- .4313333333

discreet

needed, saving money on
operation.
Good noise control starts with
effective design at the core of the
system. Low -frequency noise can be a

problem in contemporary buildings,
which utilize variable air volume sys-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111.11111iiiiii

tems and smaller floor fan rooms. Because noise is generated by sound radiating from HVAC equipment, proper
selection and positioning of this equipment in machine rooms is essential for
effective noise control. Careful orientation of the fan units with respect to
the main supply ducts optimizes acoustic conditions.
Theoretically, equipment in a machine
room can be positioned in any configuration and supply ducts can run in several different ways. In practice, however,

machine rooms and plenum space have
shrunk in size as rental space has become

more valuable, placing constraints on
the installation. Still, optimal positioning and cost-effective source noise control can be achieved. Careful orchestration of the mechanical system with the

architectural design is essential to
achieving acoustic goals.

Noise also can be controlled down-

stream of the air handling units
through various duct acoustic treatments, most commonly, duct lining or

duct sound attenuators. Duct lining
and duct sound attenuators are a series of baffles constructed using perforated metal and a fill of fiberglass.
Each sound attenuator carries a pressure drop penalty that varies based on
performance and air velocity. A three to five-foot silencer can be incorporated

Stations can fulfill the NC 25 requirement of aTV studio by using glass to separate the studio from newsrooms and other technical areas.

gauge metal for the ducts themselves,
another requires attachment of an exte-

possible or the system will generate unacceptable noise levels, yet velocities of

rior soffit with a sandwich of insulation
between it and the duct or a drywall casing directly attached to the duct. The ex-

400 to 500 feet per minute are common at diffusers. Generating high air

terior soffit costs more and uses more
space than drywall, but it affords better
noise control. Each of these methods is

large air ducts, which need a lot of

effective; the choice involves trade-offs
between noise control, cost and space.
Efficient system design will minimize
the need for noise control. This involves

fan/air handling unit selection for low
noise rather than low cost and careful
location of the unit to maximize duct
lengths. For example, variable speed
drives (VSDs) are now used to control
air volume since they reduce noise and

volume at low velocity requires use of
space. Again, early planning is crucial
to ensure that studio height will accommodate air supply ducts and diffusers,
which usually are right above the lights.

Conventional air diffusers cannot
properly diffuse air at these lower volumes. To avoid air "dumping" and cold
spots, site -constructed "plaques" - flat
plates with sound -absorptive material
on top - can be installed under the supply duct openings to stop dumping.

Common mistakes
There are a number of common mis-

Careful orchestration of the mechanical system
with the architectural design is essential to
achieving acoustic goals.
in lieu of lining the entire section
downstream of the fan -powered and
variable air volume (VAV) boxes.
Treating the exterior of the duct is an
additional tool to further reduce radiated noise. One solution uses heavier
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takes in designing and constructing
broadcast facilities. Mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) equipment are
located adjacent to studios without care-

ful thought to noise control. MEP services are frequently allocated inadequate

energy consumption at part load conditions. Older systems of control, such

space, making noise more prominent
and leading to nosier conditions in di-

as variable inlet vanes (VIV), actually in-

rectly adjacent spaces. Or a dining room

crease noise generation and provide no
energy savings for part load conditions.
Air velocities must be kept as low as

is located near the studio, but without
properly treating it for acoustical control of impact noise.

broadcastengineering.com
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A Clearer Picture in an Ever -Changing World.
Higher quality. More choices. Optimal reliability. Right where it's always been. At ADC. As the
industry leader in audio, video, and data connectivity, ADC has the innovative products and

demonstrated expertise to help you keep pace and remain flexible in the ever-changing
broadcast marketplace.
We are committed
Your customers demand crystal-clear signal quality. We help you deliver
to designing future -proof patching and connectivity solutions with unmatched reliability. And
we control every step in the manufacturing process to ensure your signal quality remains clear
and true. Isn't it good to have connections you can rely on? Contact 1.800.227.6143 ext. 425,
or visit www.adc.com/broadcast.

CONNECTIVITY I IP CABLE

I

DSL I OPTICS I SOFTWARE I SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Broadband Delivered.'

The heavy concentra-

it, leaving debris in the wall cavity

tion of computers in TV
equipment rooms creates an

that bridges the sound isolation.

additional source of noise from

layout of MEP equipment to suit "ef-

the large volume of HVAC equipment
required to cool it, yet for operational

ficient" or fast installation, adding

effective when good acoustics are
properly designed into a television

elbows or shortening ducts, or locat-

studio project.

reasons these are sometimes located

ing it dangerously close to outlets.
The result often is the generation of
noise that will be difficult to trace
to the source and attenuate.

The acoustical engineer's objective is
to work with the architect, designer and/
or mechanical engineer from the earliest stages to present design alternatives

close to control rooms and studios
rather than separated, perhaps, by a
video control room. Corridors around
the TV studios are used to carry typical traffic around the facility, and stor-

age rooms are placed nearby, rather
than isolating these sources of activity -related intrusive noise.

Another contractor may adjust the

Early planning and teamwork are keys

that ensure precise acoustical performance and acute vibration control. Establishing a baseline as a starting point,

The goal of a quiet, intrusion -free

the acoustical engineer can help the

television studio can be achieved

owner define goals and then work with
the architect to apply appropriate solutions for achieving them. This kind of
teamwork has a substantial positive effect not only on the acoustical solutions,
but also on the bottom line.
II

Lack of effective construction

cost-effectively only through close co-

management can defeat an other-

operation between the owner, design
architect/engineer, acoustical engi-

wise effective acoustical design. For

lized from the planning stages of the
project. While acoustical problems
can be remedied, it is infinitely more

example, an electrical contractor
may lay cable conduit in a straight

neers and construction manager at

line, even though it was designed to

phase through the completion of

be run offset in wall cavity space.
Another contractor may knock a
hole in the wall rather than cutting

gineers should be proactive members
of the design team and should be uti-

every step from the earliest planning

construction. Indeed, acoustical en-

Stephen G. Lindsey is a principal with
Cerami Associates, a New York City -based
acoustics and audiovisual consulting firm.

Get spoiled.

Go ahead. Edit, design and create affordably in 10 -bit, uncompressed SDI or HD -SDI.
Native OS X. New for 2002, KONA-SD and KONA-HD are the first uncompressed CluickTime" capture cards available for Apple's powerful new OS and Final Cut Pro 3'

editing software. Flexible. KONA's desktop feature turns the video monitor into a second Mac monitor. Create design elements-live-right in your video monitor with
Photoshor, After Effects", or even Power PointiM! Real Time. KONA's powerful hardware handles popular effects in real-time, without duration limits, and with minimal
RAID requirements. Quality. With direct connections for 10 -bit SDI video/6-channel 48KHz AES audio, and 8-, 10-, or 16 -bit video codecs by Blackmagic Design,

KONA

is ready to handle your media at the highest quality level. Future Proof. KONA's hardware is programmable-firmware updates with new effects or features,

as they become available, are a simple download away. So go ahead, get spoiled: KONA-SD $3,295 KONA-HD $10,995

800.251.4224
530.274.2048
AlA VIDEO SYSTEMS INE
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Grass Valley, California

R01111. It's About Real Time.

www.aja.com
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A NEW BROADCAST LEADER

THE AMEN 1000 SERIES
Recentlu selected by Ikegami and Panasonic for their new "Slot -in"

cameras, the 1000 Series is the result of years of development
by Azden in the field of high quality audio for video.
The 1000 'eceiver is available in the following configuations:
1000URX-Mi: pre -assembled with the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount100OURX-3i: slot -in receiver for special Ikegami and Panasonic cameras
1000URX: basic Azden receiver for all cameras.

121 user -selectable UHF channels (723-735MHz),
with LCD readout.

True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends
and high -gain antennas,

Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control)
circuitry for reduced dropouts.

yp

State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout,
for improved image rejection and superior
diversity isolation
High (51h) order filters for improved S/N ratio.
Multi -function LCD shows channel number,
frequency, battery info, AF level, and
diversity operation.

100OURX-AB

,t,j/v.zr-)EN1

Earphone -out with level control.

IjAZDEN

l000sT

Bodypack transmitter (1000BT)
with reduced current -drain for improved
battery life, is availble with Azden EX -503H,

1000URX-Si

taAZDEN

Sony ECM -44H or ECM -55H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter (1000XT)
works with dynamic or phantom powered mics.

jAZDEN
147 New Hyde Park Road. P.O.Box 10. Franklin Square. NY 11010
(516) 32E-7500 FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail - AZDENUS(a)AOL.COM web site: www.azdencorp.com
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Two or more

aren't a crowd
BY DON MARKLEY

Traditionally, each television
station in the United States

1-

had its own antenna and
transmission line. To a significant de011

gree, each station also had its own tower.
Years ago, stations started sharing tow-

ers. In fact, stations started going to
multiple antennas on a major structure
to

0

allocation schemes were somewhat tailored to help get everyone at one location on the same antenna. Still, the technology was good, the antennas worked
well and there was no real reason why
that type of operation was not accepted
in the United States. Multichannel operation was dismissed with statements

as long ago as the 1960s, when a candelabra was built in Maryland.
The driving forces that caused stations
to start sharing towers were the scarcity
of good sites in congested areas, the op-

position of zoning boards and citizen
groups t towers (even then), as well as
the significant cost of a tall tower. Still,
on structures like the Mt. Sutro tower
and many candelabra or "T" top tow-

of space for a new tower. So, stations
have started to share in a big way.

On the manufacturing side, the antenna makers have responded with a
host of new products, as well as the updating of existing products to meet the

new need. The first was probably the
panel antenna from Allan Dick. They

Stations started sharing towers due in part
to the scarcity of good sites in congested
areas and the opposition of zoning
boards and citizen groups.

ers, everyone had their own antenna and

ranging from "no one is going to tell me
what kind of antenna to use" to "it may
work in Europe but not over here." One

transmission line. There was no real

would almost think that the laws of

came from EMI when that firm was into

technical reason for this - just that that
was the way it had always been done.

broadcasting. Some of the first

tennas were the rule in Europe and

physics are altered by the Atlantic Ocean.
The advent of DTV has caused a lot of
stations to rethink this whole thing. Suddenly the stigma has been almost totally

Asia. Granted, these were mostly gov-

eliminated by the specter of either the

ernment -controlled stations and the

cost of a new tower or the unavailability

At the same time, multiple -station an-

had been providing panel antennas for
years in the European, Asian and AM -

can markets. A good part of their line

multistation antennas in the United
States came from that background. Then

domestic manufacturers started handling European antennas to augment
their product lines. In particular, Dielectric and Shively were offering panels un-

1.8

der their own brand name or as agents
for the originating company. Dielectric
went on to develop its own antenna that
is now in the product line. Shively continues to market the RYMSA product

1.6

line of multichannel panel antennas.

VOD services have sparked viewer interest
Reven r es expected to pass

Andrew now handles the Allan Dick line
of antennas in the United States, giving
them a broader range of VHF and panel
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antennas.
Harris already had panel antennas in
its product line. The cavity backed radiator (CBR) antenna has been used for
many years for FM systems, as well as

for both VHF and UHF applications
where circular polarization was desired.

Harris also had a line of panels that
worked well in situations where they
could be wrapped around the tower. Of
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One of the
few times...
a small package
will impress.
32 square

ting in just ONE RACK UNIT
Minimum Cost Maximum Performance Total Flexibility
FEATURES:

32' in 1 Rack Unit

SMPTE 259M Digital Video

PRICING:

AES Digital Audio (balanced or unbalanced)

32 x 32 Digital Video Switch, 1RU just

$9,440.00

Analog Video (PAUNTSC)

32 x 32 AES A.nlio Switch, 1RU just

$6,330.00

Analog Audio (balanced)

32 x 32 NTSC Video Switch, 1RU Just

$4,422.00

Separate 1 RU PSU frame supplies up to 5 routers

32 x 32 Mono Audio Switch, 1RU fast

$3,390.00

Wide selection of control panels

1 x XY Control Panel, 1RU Just

$728.00

Highest densih modular switching system available

PSI Frame with System Controller, 1RU Just

Comprehensive 5 year warranp,'

Power Supplies (2 needed for full system) Just ...$700.00

Toll Free: (866) 569 268

$1,800.00

(717) 569 26F.1. www.sigmaelectronics.com
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course, that entire antenna product line
has since been sold to Dielectric.

situation is reversed. To meet that situa-

agree to accept the slight variations in

tion, Dielectric has developed their

beam tilt - again, not usually a problem.

1-

Panel antennas that would handle
multiple channels also are available

These are all problems that can be

CC

from RFS Americas, Jampro, MCI, ERI
and SWR. RFS, Jampro and SWR have

evolved from the low -power world,
where multistation operation has been

TUV-M and TUV-L antennas. While a
bit simplified, they can be described as
a super -turnstile antenna mounted on
a slot. That is, the cylinder for the slot
becomes the mounting structure for the
super turnstile. These can be massaged
into a number of omni- and directional
configurations. One neat feature is that

widely used for years. RFS' line now in-

the UHF and VHF portions can have

cludes the old but much modified
Bogner line. The old Bogner low -

different directional characteristics.
Some facts apply to essentially all of
the multichannel single -band antenna&

both VHF and UHF versions. Many

broadband antenna products have

z

power antennas have a bandwidth of

tiJ

O
In

2

>.
cn

around 15 percent of center frequency,
permitting their use over a fairly large
group of frequencies.
RFS also has their RD series of slot

The gain is going to vary somewhat
across the band, based on the simple laws

worked out by stations working with
their consulting engineers. Any good
firm has all of the information from at
least the majority of the manufacturers
to help their clients pick an antenna sys-

tem that will properly serve their market while accommodating other .users.
There is a limitation involved in how
many stations can combine into a single
panel - power. If there are several stations all seeking an ERP of 5MW, the
power -handling capability of individual
panels, as well as the interior feed lines

and power dividers, can be exceeded.
The power divider and feed line prob-

antennas that cover up to eight channels in bandwidth in either omnidirectional or directional patterns. Through
their experience in Australia and Asia,
RFS has developed a wide range of
panel configurations for small to high
power levels. Their larger panel antennas, like the biggest RYMSA, have an
interior ladder so engineers can go up
inside the antenna for maintenance.

lem can be handled if sufficient space is
available. For the panels, the solution is

However, no panel antenna is yet large
enough for this author to climb inside,
nor is there anyone with a big enough

multiple -channel antennas work very

whip to force this author to climb the
tower to the antenna.
TCI, a firm long experienced in HF
antennas, developed a panel array consisting of stacked cavity radiators. The
antenna has full UHF bandwidth with
low VSWR and can be made directional. TCI has since joined the Dielectric/SPX corporate family. Dielectric is

offering the slot panel antenna under
new model numbers as part of their
multichannel line. Dielectric also has
two -channel slot antennas that have
been widely used in situations where a
station has first adjacent analog and
digital channels. Andrew and Jampro
also have two -channel slot antennas.
The primary application of multichannel antennas has been where the channels are in a single group, i.e. low -band

to add more panels. That means going
to five or six panels around rather than
three or four. It is also possible to add
layers of panels vertically. With good
designs, it is possible to do this without
the vertical beam width becoming prohibitively narrow.

The main point here is that these
well. There are dozens of multiple channel operations running today to
support that statement. Those antennas must be a compromise between the

The DielectricTUV-M dualband antenna

combines both VHF and UHF signals

into a common antenna design.The
TUV-M is for mid -band VHF (channels
4-6) combined with a UHF channel.

the market today. Finally, look at it this

of physics concerning the size of the
aperture in wavelengths. In a similar
fashion, the beam tilt, null fill and di-

ing superior to any other station, they
won't be able to make that statement
concerning you. Now, the ratings fight
goes back to programming, where it

way. While you may not end up with
coverage that you can brag about as be-

rectional characteristics will vary slightly
across the band. Due to some really good
design work by the manufacturers, these

changes are small and usually don't
cause any significant problems. How -

ever, these are the big drawback for

VHF, high -band VHF or UHF. The
problem is that many stations have

multichannel users. The stations have to
agree on a commonly acceptable pattern.
One station cannot have an omnidirec-

VHF analog channels and UHF digital

tional antenna with another having a

channels, with a few instances where that

single large lobe. The stations must also

56

preferred designs for any of the individual stations. However, it is usually
possible to reach an acceptable compromise through careful selection of
one of the many antennas available on

broadcastengineering.com

belongs, as you, the chief engineer, con-

fidently tell the suits that the numbers
aren't your fault - it's the lousy PD who
must take the heat.
DE
Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND

Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@primediabusiness.com
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Frame synchronization is only a drop
in the bucket of everything we do.

[ NEW HANABI OU32
To fill that bucket with excitement, we introduced six new versions of the popular HD and SD HANABI SWITCHER/DVE. Three
versions of the standard definition Hanabi switchers will have a choice of 16 SD, 24 SD, and 28 SD inputs with four still stores each
and an additional three high definition versions 16 HD, 24 HD AND 28 HD inputs with four still stores each.
And for those of you who only know us for our frame synchronization - we happen to produce the most sophisticated and affordable

VIRTUAL STUDIO in the market - as well as industry leading color correctors,
switchers, graphics cards, signal processors, video mixers, and tape -less recorders,
just to mention a few.

F RL)
.

To see how else we are making a splash, visit our website at www.for-a.com.

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

USA/FOR-A Corporation of America: 2400 N.E. Waldo Road, Gainesville, FL 32609, USA

Tel: +1 352-371-1505 Fax: +1 352-378-5320

CANADA/FOR-A Corporation of Canada: 425 Queen St. W. #210, Toronto, Ontario M5V 2A5, Canada

Tel: +1 416-977-0343 Fax: +1 416-977-0657
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BY DAVE HANSEN

This year, the U.S. government heightened pressure
on the broadcast industry to
get I=Y2V online or pay the consecuences by instituting a "graduated
system of penalties" for those stations
that did not meet the deadlines. De-

snite this pressure, only 413 of the
1240 US. television stations are currently transmitting digital signals, according to a recent article in USA Today (July 19, 2002). There are thousands of other facilities in the United

States and worldwide that provide
content (such as entertainment and
sports programming, live or live -to tape) that will benefit from working
in a digital environment, but they are
not yet doing so.
Facilities must undergo three stages

to transition from analog to digital
broadcast. First, they must install digital transmitters and antennas. Second,
they must upgrade the master control

infrastructure to accommodate digital signals. Finally, they must convert
the production environment, which
creates the facility's content, to all -digi-

tal audio and video equipment to realize the full benefit of digital broadcast technology. This third stage includes updating the audio console,
whIch is the focus of this article.
Audio console manufacturers have
been working furiously to provide prod-

ucts for cigital audio applications in
broadcast, and have been making viable
products available for over five years.
Initially, cigital consoles for broadcast

production were fiercely expensive upwards of $600,000. Such costly products were installed mostly by large networks at facilities in major cities. But the
diversity and accessibility of digital con-

soles has improved markedly. Today,
Left: At KTVT in Fort Worth, TX, the
Euphonix System 5-B audio console
features a 32 -fader surface controlling
88 process+ng channels, 24 mix busses,
24 group busses and 16 aux busses.
The station interfaces this processing

with 24 microphone preamplifiers,
and 48 ABS digital inputs and outputs. Photos of System 5-B consoles
courtesy of Euphonix.
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on -air

around the

plan transitions, but even

clock.

so, facilities should have a

Facilities should a
have staff that is familiar with basic concepts

and components of
digital systems and
computer technology.
A proficient IT team,
which is readily available at most facilities, is
essential for employing

today's digital com-

I

GP

).

analog to MADI

24 line

MA
MADI to analog

AM713
analog to MADI

L,

MATJ3

24 line

reference during plan-

56 digital

ning, construction and installation.

56 digital

Gefting help

DI to maig

56 digital

56 digital

As with any new tech-

digital26

Ethernet
Control
MADI
Analog audio

-

-

Digital audio

system. The facility

-

Typlual couhgu anu[i
96 full channel signal paths
Inputs: 112 digital, 24 mi:, 24 line = 160
Ouputs: 112 digital, 20 line = 136

Figure 1. A typical digital console interconnection diagram
showing the control surface (faders, etc), connected to the
DSP processing and I/O units.

they arise.

Planning the transition
The most difficult aspect of upgrad-

nology, there will be
knowledge gaps. Most

facilities are part of a
larger
corporation
whose personnel have
experience in digital
technology. If so, you

can draw on this reing from an analog console to a digital
one is to keep the show running while
online. Conscientious console companies will help

Selecting a digital console
Whether upgrading a current analog console to digital, or putting in a complete
new studio with a digital audio console, there are three primary considerations:
control surface, signal processing, and inputs and outputs (I/O). A few of the
most important considerations are outlined below.
Control surface must be ergonomic. Stated rather obviously, features that

are most frequently used by operators should be at their fingertips. A programmable control surface is a big plus, as it can be customized to the operator and application. For broadcast, consider talk -back to busses, backstop pre -fade listen (PFL), after -fader listen (AFL) solo, general-purpose inputs (GPI) control, and redundant power supplies. For production, consider
dynamic automation and machine control.
With regard to signal processing, there should be enough digital processing capability to handle the required application, with room for expansion
Look for the ability to program the digital processing unit to suit your
application, and note that this capability is not available on all consoles.
Programmable items should include signal routing, equalization (E0.),
filtering, bussing and monitoring. For broadcast applications, look for mix minus, redundant PSU and RAID array for system computer. In production, multitrack busses, full dynamics processing are important. Make
sure the system is 5.1 surround capable.
I/O should be modular and expandable and shouldn't require purchase of
additional equipment for mixing and matching digital and analog I/O hardware. For broadcast, consider redundant PSU, 7511 AES interface and integrated routing. Some considerations for production include support of all
digital formats such as SDIF, TDIF, AES/EBU, etc.
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should provide complete
technical documentation
online for facility staff to

monito6

a

j

software routines can
help staff maintain the

and help locate and
pinpoint problems if

mics

24 mic

Onboard diagnostic

the diagnostic routines

Tak & listen

Speakers

MIDI I/F

puter -based marvels.

technicians can learn

concrete plan of action
before embarking on an
upgrade. Manufacturers

1 al I la II_

Digital control surface

broadcastengineering.com

source. If such expertise is not avail-

able within your company, find
someone with experience and, if
necessary, buy a few hours of exper-

tise during the planning and installation process. In addition, the larger
console manufacturers have product

specialists with experience in successfully implementing their consoles into a wide variety of facilities.

Technology consultants are also
available. With the right help, transitions can be smooth.
Extensive research into digital audio
consoles before a purchase is of paramount importance. Avail yourself of
the extensive technical documents, cli-

ent information, news and other resources available on the manufacturers' Web sites, or just give them a call.
Browse the Web and collect informa-

tion. Join or browse some discussion

groups ("rec.audio.pro" link from
Google/groups at www.google.com/
or groups.yahoo.com/group/Broadcast), meet some new people and find
out what's going on. One thing is sure:
It's a digital world and digital consoles
have arrived to serve it.
BE
Dave Hansen is vice president of product
marketing at Euphonix.
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It brings* a higher level of intelligences
to data mandgoment.
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AVALON AVALONidmTM is the next generation in
intelligent data management that delivers a new level of
cost-effective access and control of your data.
Going far beyond the capabilities of other storage management software
offerings, AVALONidm features a revolutionary policy -based design that
allows you to create highly customized data storage management
workflow models that meet your unique business needs.
57.

AVALONidm is a suite of software products that work together seamlessly in your
facility. Avalon's AAMidmTM data manager, AAMtapeTM and AAMdislem storage
managers can be combined to meet and satisfy a wide range of data requirements.
Supporting leading data tape, magnetic disk, video server, automation and asset
management systems, AVALONidm is the perfect solution for a new environment
or as an updgrade to an existing Avalon system. What's more, it's all backed by
Avalon's worldwide customer service and support.
Apply a higher level of intelligence to your data management system today.
Experience the genius of AVALONidm.

a

mkiNik

AN/Ak L

E

INTELLIGENT DATA STOLL', .1

AVALON

AVALON

Europe HQ

1099 18th St

106 avenue Jean Moulin F-78170

Suite 1700

NIrl;

303-293-9331
+33 (0) 1 30 82 38 75

Derver, CO 80202

La Celle Saint Cloud

France

www.ava.com
An EMC Company

The Euphonix room at Glenwood
Place Studios is equipped with a
Euphonix System 5 130 -input record-

ing/mix console, RADAR II and Pro
Tools HD hard disk recorders, and
Wavespace custom monitors. Photo
courtesy Glenwood Place Studios.

While the average home

Surround audio requires a new type

surround -sound sys
tern may be easy to

of audio -production room, and the

operate, few home viewers understand

nel surround audio capabilities will

the complex processing required to
bring such dynamic audio program
into their living room. In the professional broadcast community, things

greatly impact facility cost and design.
Facilities will need multichannel pro-

can be quite complicated.

buildout of rooms with full multichan-

implementing technical changes. It also
means that facilities must change the way
they approach their operations. One of
the biggest changes they face is adapting
to the new processes required to create
multichannel surround -audio content.

duction tools, encoders, decoders,
surround -capable mix consoles and
multichannel audio monitoring and

Making the transition successfully isn't just
about buying new gear and implementing
technical changes.

Increased flexibility
Since an audio mixing room might
be used for multiple shows, mix rooms
need to be more flexible. In the past, a
mix room that would be used for a variety of show content would effectively

operate in a similar manner regardless of the program content being created. The future DTV model, however,

As broadcasters make progress in
their FCC -mandated transition to

amplification. Adding these devices
greatly increases the overall complexity

requires rooms that can operate as
mono or stereo channel rooms for

DTV, adding AC -3 audio to program

of newly designed audio rooms. But

news, and stereo or surround for other

streams is proving to be one of the

making the transition successfully

program content.

more daunting challenges.

isn't just about buying new gear and

There are many different multichannel

What Could Possibly Go Wrong

With Your Digital Conversion?
Plenty.
When you convert to digital, it means new equipment, new technology, and new requirements.
The last thing you want to worry about is whether your cable can do the job. That's where we
come in. Whether your system is 27oMbs, 54oMbs, or full -throttle HDTV, Belden has the precision
audio and video cable products you need...and the high performance data cables to put everything
together. After all, when downtime means dead air, you can't afford to choose less than the best.

From major broadcast installations to cable television networks to the most prestigious sports,
entertainment, and news venues in the world, Belden is the choice for dependable audio, video,
and data cable solutions. To find out more about how we can help you, contact Belden
at 1-800-BELDEN-4 and ask for the Digital Studio Guide, or visit us at www.belden.com.

1-800-BELDEN-4

www.belden.com

Performance Delivers The Future-

surround -audio formats in the film

signal is decoded. The mixer must de-

community with which to contend, including Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital
Surround EX, DTS, DTS ES and Sony

code the surround signal prior to

SDDS. In the broadcast community,
this issue has been somewhat alleviated

by the ATSC's adoption of the AC -3
standard for creating and distributing
multichannel surround audio.
The issues currently facing broadcast-

routing the signals to amplifiers and
speakers.
Creating a surround mix for a theatrical presentation is, in some ways, a
simpler task than that facing the broadcast mixers. This is because theatrical
production requires several mix operators, each concerned specifically with

ers in implementing

different listening environments to assure signal compatibility.
Downmixing is the process of taking
a multichannel program signal and reproducing it in listening environments
that have fewer speaker channels than

that for which the original surround
program material was created. This
process assures compatibility of the
program material when it is decoded
in the consumer's

surround audio in the
DTV transport stream

home system speakers. But it raises the
potential problem of
having a room with
multiple sets of
speakers that might

present challenges that,
in many circumstances,

require them to apply
new types of tools. Two
such tools are available

be used in different

from Dolby Labs. The

monitoring environ-

DP570 multichannel

ments.

audio tool, is a device
that, during the encoding process, gives the
operator the ability to
generate and manipulate metadata values,

Monitoring
a
downmixed signal in
stereo could be done
two ways: using surround speakers or the
main stereo speakers.

which have begun to

But, what further complicates this issue is the
fact that a program that
sounds correct in a sur-

play a larger role in the

DTV world. The unit

also functions as a
monitoring decoder, al-

lowing operators to

Control Room A at Egan Media Productions features a 64 -input D&R
Cinemix 5.1 console with moving fader automation, onboard dynamics, and 24 -input STEMS film mixing module. Photo courtesy Egan
Media.

monitor the effects that
the metadata values will
have on the signal when decoded by the
consumer. This allows the operator to
evaluate, in real time, how downmixing
or metadata changes the signal.
The DM100 is another tool available
to engineers who install and/or troubleshoot a system. This device monitors the

PCM, Dolby Digital and Dolby E bit
streams, and allows engineers to analyze
bit stream errors in real time. It also al-

one aspect of the surround mix
whether it is music, effects or dialogue.
And theatrical presentations are always

round format may not

sound correct when

monitored as a stereo
or mono signal. Phase
cancellations or other phasing issues
could arise when the surround signal

is downmixed to stereo or mono. One

decoded to a multichannel surround
listening environment. But this is not
necessarily true for broadcast production. It is conceivable that additional
mix operators could be added, but, in

way to alleviate this problem is to

most cases, this is not a very likely sce-

RT) stereo pair. The operator must then
decide which mix should be optimized

nario. Since, potentially, the signal is

lows the user to generate PCM, Dolby
Digital and Dolby E test bit streams.

downmix all the program content that
will ultimately be delivered as mono to
a left only/right only (LO/RO) stereo
pair and not a left total/right total (LT/

A program that sounds correct in a surround
format may not sound correct when monitored as
a stereo or mono signal.

Monitoring the surround
mix
One of the biggest changes to which
broadcasters must adapt is the prorPss of

creating multichannel surround -audio

delivered to the consumer in a wide

for surround, stereo or mono. Of

content. They must monitor the encode process in real time so that the

range of listening environments -

course, it would make the operator's

from mono to full 5.1 surround - the
operator must monitor the mix in these

continued on p. 79

mix maintains compatibility when the
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optional delay word, word 8, in the

continued from p. 70

SMPTE 339M standard. By enabling this

life easier if every consumer had 5.1

feature, the encoder can input the exact
value for the processing delay into this
delay word. Any downstream devices

surround audio. But that is not the
case - at least not yet.
As content becomes more varied, au-

dio production rooms will become

that support the SMPTE 339M standard, and this feature in particular, can

more specialized than in the past. It will
be up to individual stations to decide if
they want to opt for full surround capabilities in each audio production room.

read this word and know the exact value
of the audio delay.
The Dolby E encoder and decoder each
have a one -frame delay. To distribute the

Processing delays
had been almost exclusively a video is-

sue, will soon become an audio issue
as well. In the past, delay to the audio
operator meant that an audio -delay
device was needed to bring the audio
back in lip sync with the video after
some video effect was rendered.

Dolby E signal within the facility, the
facility must somehow compensate for
this delay. A video -delay unit inserted

The Dolby E and Dolby Digital encod-

after either the encoder or decoder

ers and decoders all have processing
delay through them. One of the menu
options in the encoding process of the

may be the quickest and most straightforward method. It is also possible to
advance -time the PCM audio by two

_c

rn

HDCAM VTRs.
The Dolby Digital encoder has a vari-

able delay that is dependent on the operating mode, bit rates and other user-

defmable parameters. The minimum
delay on the unit is 187 ms (about 5.5
frames), to a maximum delay of 450 ms

Early

cut -

Dialogue level
Setting

rangy

-ange

Null
band

Centered at
the Dialogue
Level Parameter

Boost
range

Input level

(about 13.5 frames). As with the Dolby
E delay, there are a few ways to compen-

sate for this processing delay. Some
MPEG encoders used to deliver the final program transport stream can compensate for the processing delay of the
Dolby Digital encoder. The Digicipher
II (DC II) from GI/Motorola can compensate for the delay as long as both the
Dolby Digital and DC II encoders are

implementations of the DC II encoder
will support the delay -word option of
the SMPTE 339M standard. This will
allow the encoder to look directly at the
value of the delay word and know how
much the delay value is. Manufacturers
of other MPEG encoder compensate for
the audio processing delay through the
user interface to the encoder. For example, Scientific Atlanta's Powervu en-

Cut

a)

Low

the Panasonic HD D5 and the Sony

fed V1TC or LTC timecode. Future

ek

4-0

nal standard. Examples of such VTRs are

As it pertains to surround -audio encoding, there
are many metadata parameters that require
attention.

Processing delays, which in the past

CL

while the signal undergoes encoding or
decoding to the SDI SMPTE 259M sig-

coders allow the user to mani ially set the
static value for the amount of audio processing delay compensation that the encoder must accommodate. All encoders

High

Figure 1.This diagram shows the response of the compression control on Dolby's

can compensate for the audio process-

DP570 multichannel audio tool.The feature allows the listener to adjust the
extremes of the program audio.

ing delays if the encoder is fed with PCM

DP569 Dolby Digital encoder allows
the unit to multiplex SMPTE timecode
with the bit stream, thus effectively
"time -stamping" the bit stream. This
time -stamping of each Dolby Digital
audio frame allows the audio bit stream
to be synced back up to the video signal.
The current revision of the firmware on
the Dolby Digital encoder supports the

SEPTEMBER 2002

frames prior to the Dolby E encode and
decode process, thus synchronizing the
decoded Dolby E signal and PCM au-

dio. The downside to this is that if the
signal is left as an encoded Dolby E signal, it will be advanced one frame, and

will have to be delayed. There are HD
VTRs currently on the market that have
video -processing delays of one frame

audio and the AC -3 audio signal is encoded within the encoder. To monitor
the Dolby Digital decoder in a master
control operation, the room requires a
one -frame video delay to compensate
for the audio processing delay.

Managing the metadata
Metadata has become another hot issue of the DTV standard. As it pertains

broadcastengineering.com
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to surround -audio encoding, there
are many parameters that require
attention, including dialogue level,
channel modes, data rates, dynamic
range control, downmix modes and
various other bit stream parameters.
Three metadata parameters in particular are of interest in either the

the effects of metadata and downmix

Dolby E or Dolby Digital signal: dialogue normalization, dynamic -range

consumer. For television post production, this level matching allows
varied program content (commercials, news, sitcoms, sports, movies)
to maintain the same level when decoded in the consumer's home. This

compression and downmixing.
The metadata values can either be
generated from the Dolby Digital or
Dolby E encoders, or the values can

be preset from the DP570 multichannel audio tool. The DP570 has
several features that offer the opera-

changes prior to encoding in either
Dolby Digital or Dolby E formats.

Dialogue

normalization,

or

"dialnorm," allows the operator to set
up this parameter so that all program
material maintains a consistent relative volume level upon delivery to the

Having a facility that is designed to

support the Dolby Digital and/or

duce a program's dynamic range as
needed. This is an optional mode that

come easier.

can be disabled on most consumer
decoders if so desired. It allows the
viewer to adjust the extremes of the

John Holt is a senior systems engineer
with The Systems Group.

sets the null level for the consumer's
decoder, giving a pseudo limiting effect that minimizes clipping.

The dynamic range control, or

and manipulating the metadata, and
it allows the operator to monitor the
effect of the metadata on the signal
in real time.

"dynrng," allows the consumer to re-

Since it has a decoder and monitor ma-

Other considerations
Dolby E format is not just a matter
of technical or engineering issues.
The facility must change operational
procedures to be fully compliant. As
with any new standards or implementations, more often than not the
full nature of the issues or problems
are not discovered until the actual
implementation is under way. Over
the next few years, as this standard
becomes the norm and not the exception, the transition from an analog or PCM audio facility to a multichannel surround facility should be-

tor more control over generating

trix, it allows the operator to monitor

program audio and listen to it at a reduced dynamic range. (See Figure 1.)
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great quality.
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Instant worldwide broadcast distribution
Intelsat's reliability, flexibility and global coverage make us the industry
leader in video transmission. We bring the world to your viewers.
Every day, our satellites deliver cable, broadcast and direct -to -home
programming to TV markets everywhere. Whether it's news, sports or
entertainment, with Intelsat's global satellite fleet, programmers can

uplink or downlink from virtually anywhere on earth.

Where the earth meets the sky, Intelsat inspires connections.
To connect, contact us at: broadcast.services@intelsat.com

www.intelsat.com/broadcast
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Resolution
coexistence:
The way forward for graphics
BY JOHN WATKINSON

Multi -resolution graphics systems
can aid broadcast and production
facilities in today's increasingly com-

plex graphics production environ-

ment. Pictured: Peter Heady, senior

HD editor at Tapehouse Digital in
Manhattan, uses Quantel's iQ graphics system on NAQOYCIATSI, an image -based musical experience.

Some years ago, when life

change. Today there is a veritable mo-

was simpler, there were
only two scann
stan-

Clearly the single -format or 525/625 switchable
graphics unit is dead.

dards to cat er fo r:52 5 lineing
and 625
line. Computers were too slow to work

on images in real time, and special
hardware had to be built. But things

82

in television, but also in other areas

rass of scanning standards, not only
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where digital technology has been ap-
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www.totalrEcorn
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Leading the way in Digital
Camera System Technology

whereas computers may
use linear light coding or
even a nonstandard

Web
TV

gamma.
Given that the eye sees
less detail in color, some

different approaches to

Digital

color coding are to be expected. The RGB output

SDTV

IDVB)

of the traditional computer needs too much
bandwidth for production and broadcast,
where color difference

Increasing
pixel count
Computer
graphics

HDTV

working is the norm. The
color difference data may
be downsampled in a variety of ways. Production

Electronic
cinema

equipment uses 4:2:2,
Figure 1. Digital image technology has resulted
in a number of different scanning standards.This
diversity encompasses two opposing trends. First,

an increasing pixel count is being used for increased quality.The second is the use of compression and low bit rates to lower costs.

plied to images - digital cinema and
computers, for example.
Figure 1 shows this

whereas DVB and DVD
use 4:2:0, which has to be

tunately, given the massive flexibility and speed of modern processors,
the answer is straightforward. Stated
simply, equipment should be built
that is so flexible that it really doesn't

care what the format is. Whatever
the format coming in, the equipment should work at that standard.
While digital recording and transmission can be completely lossless,

Whatever the format
coming in, the
equipment should
work at that

®

interpolated vertically to
allow use with interlaced

this is not true when processing is
carried out. When processing takes

systems.

place, pixel values will be multiplied
and added in various ways. Figure 3
shows a common processing tool, the
transversal filter used in most DVEs
and re-sizers. Another common pro-

Clearly the single -format or 525/625 switch able graphics unit is dead. The question is, what should replace it? For-

cess is conversion

diversity, in which

from RGB to color -

there are two opposing trends. The first of
these is an increasing

pixel count intended
for increased quality;
the other is the use of
compression and low
bit rates to allow low-

Picture
aspect
ratio

Pixel

Value
of
gamma

aspect
ratio

Range of
digital
gamut

RGB or

color
difference

Type of
color
subsampling

Interlaced
or

progressive

Frame
rate

Figure 2. Digital imaging standards can vary in a number of technical parameters, including aspect ratio and gamma.

standards can vary in
a large number of tech-

nical parameters. One
irritating incompatibility is that computer display formats use square
pixels whereas Rec. 601
SDTV doesn't. There are
few different aspect ra-

Gamma is universal

84

one shown in Fig-

The finite precision of digital sys-

tems makes some
quality loss inevitable. Some code
values require extra
bits to carry the full
resolution. These extra bits are easily car-

ried inside proces-

In ut
DQ

sors, but are lost
when

Coefficient-.

a

standard

word length output is

needed. For the best
results, the rounding

tios in video and computers, whereas in film
one loses count.
and standardized in TV,

difference signals.

A matrix like the
ure 4 is used for this
process.

cost or hitherto impractical services.
Figure 2 shows how

standard.

off to the standard
Figure 3. Digital processing consists mostly of multiplication
and adding, as when a digital transversal filter is used.
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word length should
be done only once.
Anything else will
cause generation loss.
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The future of digital intercom
M3dular Configurable Expandable How many keys do you neec in each position? What
futures do you require? The new i-stations for Matrix Plus digital intercom systems have the answer.
With display and non -display modules, 16 -button keypad module, level -control module and more,
you have access to a wide variety of "custom" stations that you can configure and expand as desired.

i-stations offer up to 32 keys in 1 -RU, with backlit displays and individually variable levels for each
key. The keypad module provides extensive programming capability and d rect JTMF dialing.

Fo- the best in production communications, key in to the i-stations!

02002 Clear -Corn Intercom Systems

I

510-496-6666

I

fax 510-496-6699

www.clearcom.com

Thales'
Affinity
low -power DTV transmitter
BY JOE TURBOLSKI

Since the FCC's decision last
fall to allow U.S. broadcasters the option to install low power digital transmitter facilities, a
plethora of solutions have been intro-

sic transmitter configuration can also
include a "Starter Pak;' which consists
of a standard -definition encoder and a

module has protection systems for
high temperature, over -current and
excessive VSWR conditions.

multiplexer with static PSIP, all mounted

duced. Which solution is right depends on each broadcaster's goal of

in the same rack with the transmitter.
The final power amplifier architecture
of the transmitters uses multiple high

Advanced exciter/modulator technology

O

using low -power solutions.

gain full -band LDMOS modules in par -

line incorporates an 8-VSB exciter that

Ct

media Affinity family of low -power
solid-state DTV transmitters was to allow broadcasters to get on -air at a low

Low -power solutions are a great way for
broadcasters to get their DTV signal on the air

power (<1000W) cost-effectively, while

cost-effectively and reliably.

The company's low -power product

The goal of Thales Broadcast & MultiO.

meeting impending deadlines.
The transmitters are rack -mounted
and self-contained. High level out -of band filtering, required to comply with

allel to achieve the desired power levels
(50, 100, 200, 500 or 1000W). This self -

FCC spectral mask specifications, is pro -

tion provides up to 1000W average out-

redundant power amplifier configuraput power. The final power amplifiers
also feature a hot-swappable design,
enabling the replacement of any power
amplifier while the transmitter is on -air.

The UHF version of this architecture
has evolved from an earlier design that
has been used in fixed wireless systems
for years. Power amplifiers are self-contained, intelligent modules that provide

roughly 70W RMS output power capability. Each power amplifier module
includes the RF amplifier PC board, in
addition to a DC -to -DC converter and
a microcontroller circuit.

Each plug-in amplifier module is
broadband (470- to 860MHz) for the
full UHF band and is gain and phase
matched for consistent performance
from module to module. This process

Low -power transmitters likeThales'Affinity may provide broadcasters with a
cost-effective option for delivering digital programming to the consumer.

allows for direct interchangeability between models and hot -swap capability.
The high -gain RF amplifier module
uses LDMOS high reliability transis-

tors that are biased for class AB operation. The inherent linearity of these
amplifiers and the quality of the asso-

vided by a bandpass filter, which can be

ciated correction circuits combine to

mounted internal to the cabinet (de-

produce excellent linearity performance. Each final power amplifier

pending on power level). The most ba-
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is common to high -power IOT transmitters. The exciter's robust functionality allows the modulation and broadcast

of ATSC-compliant digital signals. It
provides frequency tolerance to within
1Hz and is broadband -tunable across
the entire UHF band. The exciter used
in the low -power solution is frequency
agile and features a straight digital-toRF conversion, eliminating the IF stage
and associated distortions. The exciter
integrates digital adaptive pre -correction (DAP) to increase performance accuracy. The DAP system provides digital correction of nonlinear distortions,
including amplitude and phase distor-

tion, and linear distortions including
group delay and frequency response.
Low -power solutions are a great way
for broadcasters to get their DTV signal
on the air cost-effectively and reliably.
This allows the marketplace to catch up
with DTV receiver penetration, while
still meeting FCC timetable guidelines.
Low -power solutions even have a place
in the future of DTV since they can be
upgraded, used as a future backup trans-

mitter, or transitioned to low -power
digital translators, depending on the
broadcaster's needs.

BE

Joe Turbolski is director of marketing for
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia.
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Preseming
a facility's routing investment
BY ROBERT MCALPINE

here are many areas in a
video facility where brands
V)

and formats don't matter.

D

However, when it comes to a facility
router, the formats it supports and the
strength of the router manufacturer

0
CC
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video facilities finding themselves in this
situation led PESA Switching Systems to
develop a conversion product called the
UCI-2000. The device provides interface

compatibility between major brands of
routing systems and, most importantly,

matter a great deal. Generally, once you

buy a router, you're locked into that
company's future new products and
upgrade path because of the requirement to maintain compatibility with
the existing equipment. The difficulty
is that not all router manufacturers support all the formats required for today's
rapidly changing digital state. Also, because some manufacturers have ceased
business, a facility can even find itself

PESA routers to easily be added to
existing third -party routing systems.

The UCI-2000 controller currently
supports Ditech, Sony and Philips
routing systems.
The controller interfaces directly

Not all router manufacturers support all the formats
required for today's rapidly changing digital state.
allows legacy routers to be updated and
expanded as needed.

Ultimate flexibility
The UCI _000 is a versatile control-

ler card designed to
handle a wide range of

router protocol conversions. It is available
as a stand-alone unit or

with Sony's S -Bus, providing support
for Sony 7000 and 8000 series production switchers. This allows the production switcher to control a PESA house

router using standard PESA control
system mnemonics.
Connection to the Philips matrices
and control system is accomplished
using either the native crosspoint bus

or the ES -Bus port on the Philips
in a fully redundant VM3000 controller. Support for addiconfiguration with au-

tomatic changeover,
which eliminates the
Routing

switchers

chance of single point
failures. It can operate

as either a master or
slave within an existing

router control system.

UCI-2000

When in the Master

mode, the facility
Third party router

Third party router

Third party router

Figure 1. PESA's UCI-2000 controller can allow a facility to leverage legacy router technology (whether PESA

or third -party) by providing an upgrade path to new
formats and configurations by acting as a master or

would use a PESA
router to control
some or all of that
facility's legacy matrix

frames. All switch

commands are made
from standard PESA
control panels. This enables third party routers to be used as though

slave controller to PESA and other brands of routers.

with no upgrade path at all. These conditions mean that, short of purchasing

an entire new routing system, owners
of older technology routers may find
themselves with few options.
The desire to support TV stations and

90

they were native PESA frames.

When the controller operates in
the Slave mode, it provides the op-

tional manufacturers' routing systems
are currently under development.
While there have been plenty of advances in routing technology, today's
facilities still need cost-effective so-

lutions. Add to this requirement the
desire for a variety of router configurations and signal handling capability, and it's clear that any one manufacturer may not have all the answers.
That's especially the case if the solu-

tion would mean replacing a backbone routing system. The UCI-2000
allows a facility to preserve its current investment in router technology
while providing an efficient and costeffective upgrade path to newer technology, features and formats.
BE
Robert McAlpine is senior vice president
of sales and marketing for PESA Switching
Systems.

posite functionality. This allows
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Picture
monitors
and multi -image displays
BY JOHN LUFF

if it can't be seen. Our indus-

Alternative display devices
The Texas Instruments' digital

try is littered with cameras,
switchers, DAs, converters, aspect ra-

micromirror device (DMD) is a reflective device that uses an array of elec-

beam spreads on the face of a tube (before the effect of the shadow mask). The
light is not actually constant either, as
each pixel is modulated in time so that

tio converters, and hosts of process-

trostatically controlled mirrors (read

the eye integrates the total light and

ing, control and imaging devices from

VERY small). The fact that it is reflective means that interesting possibilities

perceives an analog change in intensity.

exist for colorimetry without the narrow line emissive structure of phosphors in CRTs (or other devices).

and front projection) using DMD

elevision is not much good

lenses to recorders. The journey begins with photons creating an image
in a camera (or software simulating
the result). But at the end of every

Monitors are among a small number of devices
that will always have an analog component
imaging chain is ultimately a device
to convert the electrons back into light
to recreate the impression of reality on

our retina. In a very real way, monitors are among a small number of devices that will always have an analog
component, for generating a time varying light flux results in an analog

output no matter how the input is
derived.

If you look around any television
station or production facility, you will

see tons of monitors, usually inexpensive monochrome monitors for
less demanding applications, and
color monitors of a number of types.
Until the last few years, the final out-

put of any television process was
viewed on a CRT monitor. Today a
host of other display types are quite
practical, though none can match a

Of course, every opportunity comes
with a curse. Our industry has loads of
experience in controlling the colorimetry of CRTs, and a reflective device requires some new primary science to get
the precisely controlled final output that
high quality monitoring requires.

Also, DMDs are a sampled structure
with a relatively small number of potential pixels to illuminate. The highest resolution chip produced by TI and
its licensees is

technology are in regular use in film
transfer suites, edit suites and consumer display systems. Many of us
have seen DMD projectors used for
computer "slide shows;' with remarkable quality, high image brightness
and good contrast, though not equal
to a high quality CRT monitor.
Plasma displays have steadily improved as well in the last few years and

now are generally accepted for many
uses. Their colorimetry is still not the
equal of a good CRT, and they suffer
from varying levels of deficiency in
gamma performance in the dark regions of the picture. Plasmas long have
held promise to scale well into very large

monitors when the manufacturing

1280x1024. This is

certainly better
than the 720x486
of ITU-R BT601
standard (SMPTE
259M), but about

the same as the

CRT for critical viewing and accurate

number of active
elements in a
moderately sized

colorimetry. Monochrome CRT

CRT. The sampled

monitors evolved to a high state of nature of the disrefinement prior to the introduction play creates a visuof color. Color could be displayed ally different type
only from a CRT until the introduc- of image than the
tion of alternative physics in the last gausian distribufew years.
tion the electron
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High quality displays (rear screen
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The virtual monitor wall in Core Digital/SIATTV's new all -digital hybrid mobile television truck uses Avitech's Video Command Center (VCC) line of processors for monitoring up to
96 SDI sources on six Christie Digital 50 -inch DLP cubes.
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2002. Rgain, Firs[ To Introduce
The Next Generation
Of HO/SO Instrumentation With OCR Displau Capabilities - DELIVERING .10W

High Resolution For Huh Definition!
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WAVEFORM VECTO
ASURF

2001
First To Introduce R Dual Oisplau HO Monitor For Critical Colorist 1st Proluction lipplicationF
Rod EFLIVE1111

Available Onlii From Leaded
2000
Introduced CO/Hand OM Held Strength Meter And AFLIVEIFA

LF902Earns NOD Pick Air bard!
1999
Listened And Implemented Features
Tie Market Requested And DELIVERED

LVS152011 Earns IMO Pick

Award!

parson tslIA7211F DELIVERED

LVS1S211 Earns NAB Pick Hit R11.1dfdi

Following a tradition of excellence in serving the DTV and HDTV
revolutions has been Leader's secret to success and our award
winning products are a testament to our efforts. Our latest new
product introduction, the LV5700 Multi -SDI Monitor, is the first monitoring
system with a built in XGA panel. We have raised the quality of rasterizer
products to the next level and we invite you to experience our unit in your
facility. For more information, a CD presentation or for a no -obligation
demonstration in your facility, please contact us at 1 (800) 645-5104 or
e-mail .is at Sales@LeaderUSA.com

Leader Instruments Corporation
6484 Commerce Drive, Cypress, CA 90630

www.LeaderUSA.com E-mail: Sales@LeaderUSA.com
1 (800) 645-5104 Tel: 1 (714) 527-9300 Fax: 1 (714) 527-7490

1997
First HO -SDI Waveform Monitor DELIVERED

Li51500

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE

ni
to

cc
011

to

I

in Iran

mill

yields get high enough to make them
price -competitive with similarly sized
CRT or projection sets. For practical

waveform monitors, VGA -based test

The genre has become quite mature.

instruments, automation computer
display outputs, audio monitors and

Most systems are quite robust and some

purposes they are often considered

vector displays on one monitoring"surface," often in a dizzying array of display configurations. Some allow you to
"map" the inputs to adjustable -size virtual monitors on the display plane.
It is especially interesting to see that

swappable) modules. In some cases, the
combined output is available even in the
face of the failure of the underlying com-

video displays are embracing a wide

play fails, but perhaps every monitor.

now for general monitoring uses.
LCD monitors have erupted in popu-

lar usage this year. One production
trailer at NAB used a combination of
LCD flat -panel displays and DMD projection cubes for the entire monitor wall

feature front panel replaceable (hot-

puter. This is particularly important
when you consider that you might not

just lose one monitor when the dis-

and much of the utility monitoring
CI

0
fZ

throughout the system. Two years ago,
our company experimented with flat panel monitor walls (combination of

Today a host of other display types are quite
practical, though none can match a CRT for critical
viewing and accurate colorimetry.

LCD and plasma displays) when it built
the Panasonic 720p production unit that
was used for Monday Night Football in
HDTV (now owned by Ackerley Broadcasting in Seattle). LCD technology has
improved significantly and dropped in
price a lot since that 1999 effort.

variety of input formats including com-

Multi -image displays

The output is formatted as a computer
output compatible with a wide range of

posite analog; SDI; HD -SDI; VGA,
SVGA and XGA computer outputs; digital visual interface (DVI); and S -video.

Many people in our industry have

display types and formats as well. These

seen multi -image display multiplexers
at trade shows, most commonly using
plasma monitors or projection displays.
It is reasonable to consider building a
monitor wall today using a combination of these two technologies. The re-

devices have gone from offering low-

sult is a monitor wall that is perhaps
five inches thick and can be
reconfigured very quickly.
These multi -image display processors
(available from Miranda, Evertz, Avitel,

Barco and perhaps others I have
missed) allow a combination of 4:3 and
16:9 images on the screen at one time.

They can combine picture monitors,

resolution picture -in -picture to offering
well -filtered and accurately scaled images of reasonable quality.

Some processors are controllable
via special-purpose control panels,

and most can be modified from a
bundled configuration program.
Many parameters can be changed,
including the individual image sizes,

aspect ratio, surround signal, tally
lights and text displays, audio meters,
clocks (internally generated), and the

placement of individual images on
the canvas of the screen.

MATCH IT!

Bi-Directional Interface
Front Panel Gain Adjustments and Power Indicator
Rugged, All Metal Enclosure
Single or Dual Rackmount
Internal Power Supply
3 Year Warranty

$185

broadcastengineering.com

this kind of technology might migrate
literally into the display device itself. A

monitor with 16 inputs that could all
be displayed simultaneously would be
a very cool thing. At today's prices that
is not a practical option, but it is an interesting possibility, and might well be

practical for large displays where the
tight integration and optimization of
the interface yields increased functionality and high performance.
BE
John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR. To reach
him, visit www.azcar.com.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

Audio Level and
Impedance Interface

andbmirow

fain

1142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 (310)322-2136
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to a producer who can't see his cameras!
As time goes on, it appears likely that

john_Iuff@primediabusiness.com

IF YOU CAN

Top Quality Specifications

Without space cards you might be relegated to an unpleasantly small range
of options, none of which is acceptable

ES -244

01-.

4 EVA

FAX (310)322-8127 www.ESE-WEB.com
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AFFIX LABEL HERE
Print Name
1

Title

Company
Address
State/Province

City

Zip/Postal Code

5

Which of the following types of equipment will you be evaluating for
purchase in the next 12 months? (Check ALL that apply.i
1. Audio Products
4. Miscellaneous Products
1 A D Audio consoles/mixers

1B Digital audio workstations
1C Distribution amplifiers
1D 0 Headphones, headsets,

2

intercoms

1 E Telephone interface
systems

1F 0 Magnetic tape, audio
1G ID Microphones
1 L D Monitors (speakers)
1J 0 Recorders, players

1K Switchers, routing
1N 0 Audio Processing
2. Video Products
2A 0 Camera heads, tripods,
pedestals, booms, dollies
2B 0 Cameras; lenses
2C 0 Graphics, titling, effects
2D 0 Nonlinear editing systems
2F 0 Editing controllers, systems
2G 0 Frame synchronizers,
time base correctors

3

2H 0 Lighting systems
2T 0 Magnetic tape, video
2J 0 Monitors (picture,
studio quality)

2K 0 Recorders, players
2L 0 Robotic camera controls
2M 0 Signal processing
2N 0 Signal routing, distribution
2W 0 Standards, format & scan
converters
2P 0 Still store systems

2Q 0 Switchers, production/
master control
2R 0 Storage/video servers

2S 0 HDTV Equipment
2V 0 Virtual Sets

2X MPEG compression/
encoding systems

2Y 0 Projection systems

14 CI Station Manager

15 Production Manager
16 Program Manager
17 News Director
1 8 Other Operations Title
D.

Country

2Z DVD systems
3. Test & Measurement Products
3A 0 Analyzers, audio, video, RF
3B 0 Audio, video signal
generators

Other (please specify):

4A 0 Battery packs, chargers
4B 0 Cabinets, racks, consoles

4C Cables, connectors
4D 0 Carts, cases (equipment,
shipping), tools
5. RF Products
5B Li Exciters
5C 0 Fiber optics
5E 0 Power amplifiers, cavities
5F 0 Receivers
5G 0 Remote production
vehicles, program relays

5H 0 Satellite T/R components,

5P 0
5J
5K

5L
5M
5N

50
5R

1:1

electronics
STUENG components,
electronics
Switches, RF coaxial
Transmitters
Antenna systems, towers
Transmitter, remote
controls
Tubes
Weather, radar RF products
Cable/set top/CA systems

6. Automation & Computer Products
6A 0 Accessories/peripherals
6E 0 Automation systems
6H 0 Business automation
6T 0 Commercial insertion
systems

6K 0 Machine control
6L 0 Newsroom automation
6P 0 Record/playback
automation
6Q 0 Software, engineering
6R 0 Software, production,
planning

6X 0 Video interface cards
6Y 0 Networking products
6Z 0 Digital asset management

7. New Media/Internet
7A Encoding products
7B ID Internet service providers

7C ecommerce technology
7D 0 Content creation systems

8.0 System integration/

3C 0 Waveform, vectorscope
monitors
3D 0 Digital signal testing

engineering services
Which statement best describes your role in the purchase of
9.0 None of the Above
equipment, components and accessories? (Check only ONE box.)
A o Make final decision to buy specific makes. models services g What is the budget for equiptrant and services you are evaluating
or programs
Ini for purchase in the next 12 months? (Check only ONE box.)
B D Specify or make recommendations on makes, models,
0 Less than $24,999
7
o $500,000 - $999,999
services or programs
3 0 $25,000 - $99,999
8
El $1,000,000 - $1,999,999
C 0 Have no part in specifying or buying
5 E $100,000 - $299,999
9
El $2,000,000 and up
Incomplete tons cannot be processed or acknowledged. The punisher reserves the right to serve only
6
CI $300.000 - $499,999
those individuals who meet the publication qualifications. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for procRssng.
1

BD2010

® Printed on Recycled Paper

www.broadcastenspneenng.com
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FOLD

- TAPE - MAIL

DO NOT STAPLE

FLUORESCENT UNIT
Videssence SETLITE SERIES SL 110-255BX: 110W
compact fluorescent unit includes two 55W biax lamps, two lamp ballast, and a 16 -foot power cord with NEMA5-15 prong;
contains a C -Clamp or 5/8 -inch stand adapter plug.
650-356-0921; www.videssence.tv

NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM

RECORDING MICROPHONE

Matrox DigiSuite Max: delivers maximum editing power
and creative freedom with more real-time features;
analog and digital I/O is supported to enable users to
work in their formats of choice and deliver in record time

AKG Acoustics C 451 B: fixed permanently to the
preamp to eliminate the mechanical problems of the
screw joint; provides protection from RF interference; is
insensitive to handling noise; has a ruler -flat on axis
frequency response; captures signals rich in transients
such as drums or overhead miking.

on tape, CD and DVD.
514-822-6000; www.matrox.com

615-620-3800; www.akg-acoustics.com

ENCODING AND ARCHIVING
SYSTEM
Axon Digital Design TX -Compliance: provides automated "operator -free" server -based recording; covers
compliance recording, program archiving and logging.
888-919-9379; www.axon.tv

RESTORATION SYSTEM
Snell & Wilcox
Archangel Ph.C:
provides real-time
restoration of a
variety of film and
video impairments,
including providing
noise reduction in
areas of high
movement; uses Ph.0
Phase Correlation motion estimation technology;
other features include a customized toolset for
archive retrieval, including motion -compensated
recursive and transversal filtering to reduced
broadband noise and film grain.
408-260-1000; www.snellwilcox.com

NEWSROOM AND
TRANSMISSION AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS
Autocue Qseries: includes GNews, which offers
newsroom automation and runs orders, scripts, wires
and on -air machine control; also includes Met which
handles production, scripting and prompting; QTX is a
single- or multichannel transmission automation;
another system, QMedia, is a media management
system that ingests automation, browse server, clip
library and desktop editing.
800-293-0118; www.autocue.com

COMPOSITE AND EFFECTS
EDITOR
5D Cyborg: features a full 3-0 environment with an
interactive effects flow graph; includes a 3-D camera
model, interactive lighting with up to 24 simultaneous
lights; deformations and effects are available on every
layer; includes Distort, a Warper with morphing tools,
and a timeline module showing editing within the
compositing pipeline.
+44 20 7620 4800; www.five-d.com

DIGITAL SERVICE ACTIVATION

OPERATING
SOFTWARE

Acterna DSAM2500: a lightweight, durable handheld
meter for DOSCIS/EURODOSCSIS cable modem installation; enables technicians to install and service high-speed
data and video services while onsite; includes signal
metering capabilities; features an intuitive graphical
interface with an informative online help system.

Accom Abekas 6000:
includes progressive
background defragmentation
with the ability to resume after power
outages or other interruptions, features
advanced clip searching facilities and vertical interval
timecode recording of MPEG material.

METER

866-228-3762; www.acterna.com

650-328-3818; www.accom.com
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chuckbolk@aol.com
Rick Ayer
(949) 366-9089, Fax: (949) 366-9289
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ESE
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Patchamp
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Production Hub
Richland Towers
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

SLOW-MOTION CONTROLLER

Avalon AAMconsole: product extension to AVALONidm;
monitors the operations of the data management subsystem; administers both the software and the storage
hardware that the subsystem manages; issues operational
commands to the subsystem when necessary.

DNF Controls ST300: operators can select wheel "slomo" range or T -Bar for slow-motion control; features
automatic mark cue advance, save the last used "slomo" speed and enable/disable freeze at record out.
818-898-3380; www.dnicontrols.com

+33 1 30 92 38 75; www.ava.com

ENCODING STATION

TOOL FOR VIDEO
EDITORS
Digital Juice Editor's Toolkit: nineDVD set offers broadcast -quality,
royalty -free graphics
and animations;
features a free 16x
internal DVD Drive,
optional upgrade to external Firewire and The
Juicer, for output to multiple formats/
resolutions including PAL, NTSC and DV.
800-525-2203; www.digitaljuice.com

Envivio Encoding Station: prepares an MPEG-4 file that
contains one encoded audio stream, one encoded video
stream and the BIFS streams that contain instructions for
restructuring the presentation; includes scene description
encoding and optimized transmission for streamed files.
866-ENVIVIO; www.envivio.com

WIRELESS CAMERA SYSTEM
Link Research wireless camera system: includes dual
antenna; delivers 4:2:2 TV footage; end -to -end signal
delay is 40nns; fixes to the back of any TV camera; can

operate at very long distances from the receiver; is fully
remote controlled.
+01923 244 233; www.linkres.co.uk

IT HAS

TV WRITTEN ALL OVER IT!

Available for fixed
and remote truck
applications

, wolismos LER
I

ill
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Console-inountefi LCD's put the action directly in front of you! Harrison's proprhiury

built-in "Proklucer's Bus" allows for exchange of vital information when needed.
Satellite Controllers, a Harrison exclusive, allow full remote control of your TVD-SL
whey_ precious minutes count. Simply recall "preset" snapshots and control the action
from Master Control and other remote locations. What
more could you ask for?

AI

The live TV audio console you have always wanted.
It's digital. It's Harrison. And it's affordable.

Twist

DIOITAL BP.00 Air CONSOLI

Harrison by GLW. 1024 Firestone Parkway, Nashville, TN 37086
(615) 641-7200, fax (615) 641-7224 email: info@glwcom movwharrisonconsoles corn
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Satellite Controller
remotely located in
Master Corgrol Room

broadcastengineering.com 101

MORITA°

TALLY
1

MAPPERTM

Sure, we could build a =woof
Into our SCT-50, but do you
really need one?

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

HORITA
SCT-50

14:12:25

03-17-01

The Simple Way to Add
Titles/Captions & Time/Date to
Video - SCT-50 - $329

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Stand alone or RS232 controlled "Industrial
1111
CG" adds up to 9 lines of 20 characers
each of text/symbols. Change size
contrast, background, position, etc.
g Time display can include tenths of saconds.
Individual or group control of up to 59 units
using a single RS232 port.
ft Includes easy to use DOS "pop-up" screen
,editor that maintains 100 separate screens.

'V

g Battery backed -up internal clock-catndar.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

Video rameTM

HORST^

Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000

Stuff You Can Use

erformance

Tic -r61

T(c-K 2

online

uality eliability inplicity

Contact your local video dealer or

www.videoframesystems.com

Vievs, a

call (949)489-0240 www.horita.ccrn

6V61zAnierz.61!!

product
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CGS INFOGRAPHICS A
wilvi.casantomati m.com

(859) 737-4548

vinikadcastagileerirgm

Got a problem? We Build So cations...
Since 1982. Henry Engineering s "blue boxes"
have been solving your problerr s!
Audio Interface
Over 60,000
Audio Mixing
units i'i use
Audio Distribution
worldwide.
Telephone Information How can we
Digital Audio Storage help you?
Control Interface
www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.356.0077

102
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Feed -Friendly Decoder

COMPLETE FIBER OPTIC SOLUTIONS

I

SDI
1-113SDI

ANALoG
DWEI-Asi

AES

4-

ANALOG
not BY E

AUDI

..

DATACCVI

TOO FRYER

ISIGREPT ETFERNEf
FIBER CFGMLEL

L RAND
150M -1z

VF

FIBER

$1,395
with synchronizer: $1,195

177,

p

GPI/GPO
10

1911.1.11

U

RS232/ 422

CONTROL

MUMWAVELENGTH

r

ADC -8032A NTSC/PAL to 4:2:2

I

DS3 E3
T1 El
SONET 0C3 12

TELECOM

A superior quality analog -to -digital converter
specially designed to handle tough microwav

Applications

and satellite feeds as well as all general
decoding requireirents.

Facility / Studio Linking
Metro Video+Audio_Control Data
Links
.
.

Feat.ires

.

Flexile & Expandable Transport Platform
Vide s+Audio+Control+Tally+LTC+Datacom+
Telecom+RF In One Platform
Singe Fiber (CWDM) or Multiple Fibers
Economical Expansion (TDM + CWDM)
Suptorts Single -Mode S. Multi -Mode Fiber
100 Hot Swappable, Supply Redundancy
VistE LINK"' Monitoring and Control
SoftSwitch'" for Glitchless AES Switching

etre-a2

Studio to Transmitter Links
Outdoor Events & Remote
Broadcasts
Low Cost, Signal Aggregation

See us at IBC2002
Hall #10, Booth #130

deo.ccm

Tel: (613)652-4886 Fa). (613)652-4425

Ph: 905-335-3700 Fr 905-335-3573 www.evert2.00111

Classifieds

Professiona Services
Why not run your

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

business card here?
Only $172 per insertion.

TECHNOLOGY/ MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

Frequency discounts available.

Call 800-896-9939

NETCOM
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS

2207 RINGSMITH DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345
TEL 17701 414 9952
FAX 17701493-7421

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

(201) 968-0684

EMAIL bglime.0/.1Asicorn

D.L. MARKLEY
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www.dlmarkley.com
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Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD #1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

FAX: MO 968-0688

20 EAST KENNEDY ST. HACKENSACK. NJ 07601

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable
database of over 200 roducts
http://NLEguide.com
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
WHBQ-1V, Fox O&O in Memphis, is seeking an experienced Maintenance Engineer. Requires minimum three
years experience in component -level troubleshooting on
all types of television broadcast equipment in a competitive, news -oriented environment. Experience with Sony
Beta SP and SX, computer graphics and switchers, and
SBE certification is desired. Send cover letter and salary
requirement to: Human Resources, WHBQ-TV, 485 S. Highland, Memphis, TN 38111 FAX: (901) 320-1252. EOE.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER, Las Vegas Nevada TV Station.
This is an excellent opportunity in a growing market for some-

one with a strong background in engineering. This successful applicant must have a thorough knowledge in the repair
of broadcast equipment and an understanding of the operations of a television station. Experience with DVC-Pro, Beta
SR, digital switchers, and video servers desired. This person must have excellent verbal and written communication
skills and be willing to work all shifts including nights and

weekends. Must have an associates degree or equivalent
and a minimum of 2 years experience in a broadcast television station or equivalent. Please E -Mail resumes with salary history to LasVegasDECOmsn.com or mail resume with
salary history to Personal/Confidential, Classified Ad Coordinator BE Magazine, Dept. #202, 9800 Metcalf Ave., Overland Park KS 66212.

Have you
thought about
selling your
tower?
Let Richland's acquisition team help you to:
eliminate the heallaches associated with tower
maintenance ar_d ownership, and

turn your assets into :ash.
Richland Towers, a premium provider of broadcast and
telecommunicaticns toyer space in the U.S., is
currently seeking to accuire towers nationwide.

Please contact David Denton, Vice President
Sales and Marketing, as 1 (800) 827-4349 extension
6872 or via email at inflArtowers.com.
See our website a: www.richlandtowers.com

ARICHLAND
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m
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Classifieds
Used Help Wanted
Equipment
www.AudioVideoSearch.Biz
Professional Broadcast Equipment
World Wide Equipment Rental & Sales

Lowest Prices World Wide
vas12340netzero.net 818-953-8539

Sony JVC Panasonic

BROADCAST ENGINEER needed for
National News Network in New York.

Extensive background in broadcast

equipment maintenance. Team
player, minimal supervision, good
communication skills, min 5 yrs experience. Digital and IT knowledge
a plus. Competitive salary and excellent benefits. Resume and cover
letter to jobs@teamgroup.tv or FAX,
212-631-8504.
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ALL LEVELS
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Servirg All USA States
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KeystoneAmerica

Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

Phone (570) 655.7143 Fax (570) 654.5765

e-mail: mail@KeystoneAmerica.com
website: KeystoneAmerica.com
We respond to all

Employee & Employer Inquiries
ALAN KORNISH / MARK KELLY
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The
market
has spoken
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Great ideas from many
companies emerged as

what we know as the
ATSC's DTV standards. But, like all
standards allowing too much flexibility, this one has been doomed to failure. To begin, we have no consistent
agreement on which of the toolbox elements will be used; then, we have
spotty implementation; and we still
have limited terrestrial transmissions.
And there is absolutely no agreement
on whether an HDTV standard is an
industry goal.
HDTV has found some niches. The
HDTV production of Lucas' Attack of
the Clones clearly showed that Hollywood can and will use the 24 frame rate

standards despite the fact that the motion artifacts continue to be as bad as
film. The savings in being able to view
work immediately will reduce takes and
eliminate most of the retakes that have

been previously required after rushes
were reviewed.
The clear lesson from most of the rest
of the world is that our drive should have
been, and should continue to be, to push
for DTV as a whole rather than HDTV

the survey with opinions from governments, broadcasters, manufacturers and
others. In the types of service that were

predicted, a medium to high priority
was returned by over 80 percent for traditional TV, 95 percent for widescreen
TV, 45 percent for audio only, about 90
percent for data, 80 percent for text, over
90 percent for IP-based services and just

under 80 percent for Internet TV. But

to a fixed antenna (always considered
to be at a height of 33 feet) with a feeder

down to the receiver. All the respondents considered it a high or medium
priority to have successful portable reception, while fewer, about 80 percent,
took the same position on both fixed
antenna reception and mobile reception

(defined as a simple antenna at 5 feet
above the ground). If those numbers are

The mantra for proponents of voluntary standards has

been that "the market will decide."
the real showstopper is that the medium
and high priority for HDTV was under
35 percent, with less than 10 percent in
the high grouping.
These results are close to the expecta-

tions of the Joe Public family - which
recently connected its new DVD player
using the RF output: traditional TV and
widescreen first, please. And the other
results are very much like those of the
broadcasters looking to use their "free

spectrum for other purposes with IP,
text and data repeatedly being men-

reflected back to the United States as to

what consumers here really want in
their viewing habits, then 8-VSB trans-

mission would seem to be in real
trouble.
Whenever the great jumps in broadcasting have taken place, the standards
were imposed by the FCC, before it lost
its nerve in the face of lawsuits. NTSC,
525 -line monochrome and FM were all
fixed standards not to be played with by
the individual provider. Voluntary standards like AM stereo were a disaster - as

in particular. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Public

tioned as possible business models.
These results may be why the BBC re-

are still confused about DTV and

cently announced that its spectrum

HDTV, as are newspaper review writ-

would be used in the future for five ser-

ers, consumers' associations and the
majority of sales associates at most consumer stores.

vices that would be aimed at smaller,
more focused demographics than the
current two general -interest services.

The BBC's R&D department published a white paper early in August

That decision effectively kills HDTV for
the long-term future, and if you ask Eu-

2002 entitled "Spectrum Matters in the
All -Digital Future," the written version

ropean broadcasters where HDTV fits

for proponents of voluntary stan-

into their world they will, in general, respond that they don't see it as a service
to be delivered with a terrestrial system.

dards has been that "the market will
decide." Wake up, guys. It has. The

Another interesting fact to emanate
from this 21 -country viewpoint is the
importance that is attached to portable

enough to listen.

of

a

paper

presented

at

BroadcastAsia2002 by Thomas Everest.

One of the fascinating things to come
out of this look at the future includes
the results of a survey conducted by the
BBC to help get ready for frequency replanning conferences in 2004 and 2005.

Twenty-one countries responded to

and mobile operation. "Portable," in the

European sense, is a receiver that has
its own simple antenna, as compared
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IBOC may be unless someone gets
tough - and Table 3 (sorry, Table A3) is
such a voluntary mishmash that we have
become a laughingstock to countries

-

and large groups of countries at that who can sit down in civilized discussions

to come up with standards that fit all,
but with tiny variables (like 2k or 8k FFT

size), to suit each territory. The mantra

question is whether we're honest
BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
F.

SENO

Send questions and comments to:

pauLmcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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Patent Pending

VTM-42011D/SD

Consensus: Strong buy recommendation on a hot new issue in Test and Measurement.
Videotek's new VTM-420HD/SD beats the street by ncorporating an abundant array
of features that are traditionally available only in several stand-alone products:

VTM-420HD/SD

High Definition Waveform, Vector, Audio MeasLrement and display
SDI Waveform, Vector, Audio Measureffent and display

HD and SDI picture monitoring in 16:9 and 4.3 formats
SVGA high resolution monitor output

Ifideotek introduces the
latest in Multi -format
On Screen Monitors
with auto -recognition
HD and SD

Closed Captioning display in HD and SRI

Auto -detection of input formats: 720p, 10801, 1080p, 525/60, 625/50,
480p embedded in 1080i
Signal quality verification with time and date ;tamps
User -definable alarm conditions for HD and SDI video and audio

Metering and monitoring Dolby Digital and Dc lby E formats (optional)
Ethernet connectivity (optional)

The VTM-420HD/SD includes SpyderWeb"" Jnattended Network Monitoring
software, free software updates and the Videotek assurance of quality with a
five-year warranty.

Compare the capabilities of this Emmy winning platform that saves you thousands
of dollars and exceeds your High Definition/SDI test and measurement expectatiors.
A SMART INVESTMENT INDEED...

Call Videotek Today?

-VIDEOTEK)
A Ze-o Defects Ccmpany

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearers"'

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direct: 310-327-2292
blby is 3 registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories In:

The World's Most Extensive Portfoli
of Professional Audio/Video Product
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